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'"c.rys-tals coated with vH.r:iou_s. pro~-ective .. layer0s and ·ann:ealed ·~t 
·90.C)_, 600, ,5·00, 4:b.O and .3·5.0°c. Low level photolumines·cent IIJ.e_as:~ 
·urement.s at ·7:79K· t~ken at various t.±rri-e .intervals· iri each an;neal-
p:i;:'oduced _a loss of lumine·scen.ce which was always accompanied by 
tbe. growtn of :s~.v-er:a-1 .new dominant bands. .New features- in the 
.far-r·ed p_ortion _of' th·e spectrum consist.ed of peaks at 7050 R, 
1:·2?0 R and 7500 ~- ( 1. 16, 1. 11 and 1. 65 _ev· respecti ve1y) • The 
7050 j peak is proposed to be a LO no-phonon line representing a 
luminescent band associated with the degradation mechanism. The 
other two peaks are probably the respective phonon replicas. Also, 
a previously unreported broad band in the far-infrared at 1.05 
microns (1.18 eV) was observed which was related to the new far-
red band. A model was proposed to describe the data whereby an 
u.nknown species complexes randomly with oxygen, thereby depleting 
both Zn-0 and O luminescence equally, and producing the two nev 
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1: 
·, 
photb.luminescerlt response to .exc:Ltation .f'~ir: s~plf=.s anne.ale;d. at. 
·gioo,0 c. For s11c,cessively lower armeali_.ng terµ~e:raturE=s, :progr_es:;9 
-siv·eiy· s,trorig:e:r s,up.et--1-i'near red res.ponse :is :pr9quced in this 
:ex<!_:i.t:ation. range·-. ··Tht:~ 9-:200 )t infrared· band (,o) · .produe·ed~ ~- gr~dµ~1 
. . 
s:11blinear response .ov·er all the exci tai:{ion intens:i ties and .a.n--
a.tures .-must b·e p.erformed ov~r a. :n.arrow range. in the ·high ex·citation 
region. Otherwise. the ·result·s- will be inflµ;e-hc:ed by tne saturation 
.Qf these bands. 
The effects of Si02 and Ga2o3 ·F 2o5 c.oatings were compared 
relative to uncoated samples. The coatings were found to have no 
effect on the shape of the photoluminescent spectra, however the 
diffuse Ga2o3·P2o5 coating was responsible for four times as much 
luminescence as a specular surface. Surfaces coated with Si02 were 
found to degrade less than the others. During the growth of the 
G O P n --- · ·1 a 0 ., • . ·· , ) ., , 1 1 .~Jn s , a strong preferential oxidation of the Ga(lll) 
,_ J 1- ") 
face with respect to the P(I1I) face was observed. The Ga2o3·P2o5 
films grew more rapidly and were thicker than those previously 
produced. Both effects are attributed to surface strain introduced 
by rnec !l un .i • q ·1 1) f 'l ; ' • h ) r I jJ1' C-W ;_-\I>, l ·.- ) ,.W-. -'- -._. __ ) .. 41- :,II_, i- \ } • 
' c. 
of u.ru1t7uling. on the absorption spectra vere briefly 
studi(:d Utting u photoluminescence excitation technique to evaluate 




by a .·ionger: t~rm. peaJt and_ then ,gradu.a.l d:eg:r·ad.a.tiori .• : Th.e r.es:pons.e: 
of the· Il/~~: ;rta"ti.Q :w-i tn :a,_np:e·aling tiID.:e: revealed. :that :at '.5():0p:0 -~ go-cjd 
:cJ, 
siginoidal R/I.R r·espq_nse was obs.eryed-, :which. ·-was.: shown to- b.e .in 









.devices :capable of revolu,tion.i·zing the present indicator and .. d:i.s-
·.play technology .f.1]. .Presen.t·iy,: the large.st applicati.on :f(ir the·se 
a: wide ·v·ari:ety:· -of instr·uments .. Their low· ctirr.ent and voltage, ·re-
quirements make them i.deally suited to directly inter.face ·with 
silicon integrated circuit technology. These low power require-
ments and high reliability also make them ideally suited as in-
dicators in telephones [2]. If this step is taken, this applica-
tion would certainly provide one of the largest uses in the in-
dustry for these optoelectronic devices. 
Several varieties of LED's are currently available. GaAs 1 P 
-X X 
and GaP are the most common. Although GaAs does not emit visible 
light directly U!:3 do the others, it can be coated ·with a phospl1or 
to produce red, green, blue, or yellow light [1]. GaP is the 
material currently receiving the most attention in the Bell 
system. It has an energy gap of 2.26 eV (1) and has been shown 
~ 
t O Cf f i C i en t 1 y V !"()du C L' (7 .i t ! I,(~ r 
.. " 
rc·ci 1 iv-_ ht , 
' , 
when do1)ed with zinc 
.. 
' [ ) . i an u '1 ) x y f: ,_ · : t ~. - ,j J ., . . l "..t n , · r :. l <'i' tJ···., • t. r.-...,·.,,jj, ~;"'--c··- with . . r l 1 '1 1·' >' r ' • r 1· • ·-·' r,, . .,. .. 
' . 
[ 7] , or 
.. 
Tht· prt~ocnct· of' umn.11 u.mounta of zinc anil oxygen in the lat-
tice produce three t?nergy leveln in the forbidden band region. 
··~ 
- ., --_.-.;·.--;:C- :'.- tt---,. •"• -:;_+.,.,.. - -r 
. J 
·:'.:.;-...rc, .••••••••••••. .1 
,,:,...;,;,.,;,,,_,.,i.,,,.,•;.,,,.I:_ 
:~· ... ·., 
;; . .·. . . •·'"""'"·''""' 
...... "" ........ ~'¥ •-..•: , .... '.'. ::·· ,.;..~ . 
:o .• :Q64· eV [11] above the ·valence band. :.A ·zinc-oxygen- pa:ir- in 
ne?;rest-nei.gh~or ;ga·11iU1I1-phosph.o:r.u$ sites respectiv~ly, · fotm .a.JJ 
i soeie.ctr.qnic -yrap ab9ut O. 3 eV [.i2] b·<=Iow tll.e ·con.ducti,011. p~ng. 
E:le-c,t·rons may ·be introduced i.nto t·h'= c-onduetion JJaI1d- in s.:everal 
ways•: They may be photo-excited from ·the valence band by photons 
o,f sufficient energy, or injected as minority carriers by forward 
biasing a p-n junction. Photo-injection was used in this study 
because of its simplicity. 
Red luminescence is produced primarily by two mechanisms; 
exciton decay and donor-acceptor pair recombination. Above about 
6o°K, excitonic recombination prevails [12]. The Zn-0 isoelectronic 
trap first captures an electron from the conduction band. This 
combination then captures a l1ole frorn the valence band by coulombic 
attraction, fo:nning a bound exciton [5,6]. As they recombine, red 
emission is produced at 1.77 eV [12]. If a hole is not· trapped, 
the electron can recombine with a hole in a shallow zinc acceptor 
produc:irtp: :: 1 i,~~ritly ]f)wcr c:nc:rf:Y u.L nbCJUL J. ·;,,; c·V [ l?]. 
Electrons captured by the deep oxygen donor car1 recombine either 











•. 0 free ·to bound ·band is domin'ant above 90 K, and shifts: t.o -~1.36 ev· 
'<liode ,_growth temper.at:ure has been. ·r·ound. ·t·o .improve red lmninescen.ce-
{16-24 J. Ont on and Lorenz [16] first su.gg:ested the improvements. 
we.re --~~$oc:iated -m~ir1ly wlth i,ncrease.d ·_zn~o ;pairtn.g· at the .i·ow.er· 
annealing temperature shou_ld yield the highest· red e·fficiency ~ 
They also demonstrated that the increase of red emission.was. a.t __ 
the expense of the infrared band, and that the prqc:ess: cotD.o.. ,also 
be reversed. 
A statistical model was developed by Wiley [25] relating pair-
ing of Zn and O in the GaP lattice as a function of concentration 
of these respective dopants and the effective equilibrimn pairing 
temperature of the system. He developed pairing curves which pre-
dicted what fraction of the substitutional oxygen was paired in 
the proper nearest-neighbor sites of the lattice with Zn. 
Pruett, Hughes and Notis [20] performed photoluminescent 
studies on solution-grown p-type material annealed at temperatures 
of hoo, 600 c:1nd 900°c~ u.n<l canpar·ed their results with \~i ley 's 
model. 'Itl.1 (-. • y •'i , • !. , · r • rn ·1· l' "<! • : 1· t' } l t • r r I t' 1' ' > ' • • 1 1 ."" , ,~ ;,- - •- ¥"··-•"'r._.. _s,..,_.._ •',._ii,.~. '\._ .. ,.:t ,.' .... ·•· - -\ .. ,.·. ,jl ., ' 1• . l . ' u . . ~' l C l c· Cl l, u 
meter in u recomb:lnntion model, obtained good agreement v:lth the 
pairing model. 'I'l1eir- data also indic:utcd that lover annealing 
:j 
I 
. "'"·~·,-.-_ ... -.- -_-,-. ·;· .: 
7 
·~···"·-··-··· .. . 
v 
temperatures ·prt>d;u.ced lare;er improv.:emer:1:t·$: f:n reg; :ph9tqlumi.riesq~nt 
effi.cl ency.:· 
klnetic·s of pairin.g·.. They· f,ound. that tne. Zn--0 c.omp.lex concentra:.. 
tt.·on hehaved ·as an exponential function with annealing time. From, 
t:he:i.r. ·aa.:ta., they w~.r.e .ap·le to. c·a.lc~.Iate a :dis:sociation activation 
ep·ergy .Qf. 0. 74: fpV for t4e· .zn~(): comp.lex· ·Compared to O. 54 as deter-
· .. IlJ.i.n.ed. by Ont·.on and Lorenz [16]. A reaction mechanism was proposed 
[19] whereby a substitutional Zn atom on a Ga site jumps into an 
interstitial site, diffuses through the lattice, and is captured 
in a Ga vacancy neighboring the oxygen atom on the P site. 
Dishman, DiDomenico, and Caruso [23] performed an extensive 
series of optical measurements to learn more abotit recombination 
at Zn-0 and O centers. They utilized results of optical absorp-
tion, above and below-gap photolwninescence, saturation, and time 
decay measurements to calculate rnan~,r of the parruneters assoc :iated 
annealing at 6oo0 c for 5 hours usually pi~octuced increased Zn-0 
pairing which Yt=ts evident both in photoluminescent ru1d absorption 
spectra.. From their absor!)tion rintrt.. th<-..V t.}?'°()1.)0!1ed tl~ut r:;xv,..~r·n 
,r ... .. • ..,. . -
Som ~. l 1· p· .• <~ • \.~-, ~,JI" ' • ;,. ! f -,, ~--' 
non - o u b :; t J t. tl t i () n n 1 t1 x y g c·: 1 < • x i ti t r :- d i ? i th<· r~ r :l ;r t n l n , 
Recently, Gwnl,r·cl [ r!l J uuc1!d room ttmpcruture absorption and 
pbotoluminencent dt1tn to stud.y tht, offdctn or iinr1eulir1g u.t 600':Jc 
.. 
-· • _- : ',- -.- ---:::'.-.:--;;,,_.·.;: -: :,.;; :~:•:: ·c..···-:-_:, -;-,·.:_ ... -- ~,.-...,.,.-._ ... -,, -.·;_-:-._-,::ie;.'"""-!,.'_:-·-;::..:-.;.0~a".:·:-~:__7'·'.:_~·~,-r_2'!.' -~: ... ~:.'· ->'··--··-.. ;;:_---.-
8 
.. tor 5 hbur.s. qn G@ Grystalf'! with Va.1:'iotis zn and Ga2o3 doping le:vel.s. 
His ·r±nrlings. w~re: ·. at· I~a.-st .cons·lstent. with Dishman et al' s [ 23] 
t·i:oh. :inbre:ased wiiJ:h.: .annea:l_ing:,• ,I,:Ie al-s·o .. ¢,bnc·luded that cha:q.ge.s in 





The present :study w~ts initiated in or·del· to: le·ar:n more a.bout 
:No.t.i_s T-2·0'] l;'l~d _J:trev:L,.ously sh·own t_hEL:t the :1.owest anne·a-li.ng: t.emper~~ 
tu.r,e they stµdied {:4oo0c) :produqe:q. th.e .. J1ighest Zn--0 pairing, as. 
:e,tidence.d 'b.y the largest R/.IR -~a:tios. and _increase$ in r·ed effi:-
- . 
. ¢i.:ency:. ..W1J..ey:r.s [25] ·pa:Lri:ng ·relationship for their part._iclJ:l~ 
d.qpi.ng levels predicted that t:he equilibrium Zn-0 ·pa:iring_- fract;:i:011 
increased considerably for decreasing temperatures j·ust below 
4oo0 c (See Figure 2). Since no prior annealing had been reported 
at temperatures less than 4oo0 c, this presented an excellent op-
portunity to determine if a significant increase in pairing could 
be achieved, and if possible, whether equilibrium could be reached 
in a reasonable amount of time. By studying, in addition, samples 
annealed at 400, 500, 600, and 900°c, it was hoped that a more 
accurate comparison could be made with the pairing curve. 
Since inconsistencies between absorption ar1d pl1otoluminescent 
findings had been seen by Grunbre1 [ 21] , n1ore accurrttc E1etr1cHJ}:; were 
developed for resolving the respective spectra. By taking photo-
luminescent emission spectra at 77°K instead of at room temperature, 
better resolution of the respective bands WU$ obtained. Also, a 
calibrutic1n tr~chniquf· 1.;u:; ,dc~v,·J Dt~tl in r-Jt·r to it·t•·?1ninr.· th(· ab-
* • 
th i !; t c·1n 1) er n. tu re 
., 
rather than ,junt the x·atio ( 20, 21] us hnd bt?cn done prcv louuly. 
Anot}1cr objective or the preoent work wu to evalunte the 
' 
- l 
"~-- .: :-·· "--::.--. 
I-
' . '~ .... ~,. ·.~. .. 
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.· .. '·,.· 
effe,¢t.s of: a. surface layer of na:t;Lve c:,:iricl,e (c-a.~p3 ·:I'2p5) wit'h re ... 
-S.JJect.: to_ I~i:0_2.-G·oat~_d t;r1(:1 @Go.ate·.ci s.wf.a_q·e$·.. Th:e :effect of th·e am~-
t 1.-· 
pi¢:P.t- was i_nyes.'tigr~t·et1- oy :~-nn~a..l.i.pg. · tne SJ3.rnp1_es_ , ir1 flowing. u1tr.a.;..; 
had any e:ff.e9t ~-
I 
:.Duri-ng t:h:e c·our·se :of the stu--4y, 's_ign~Lf:i_cant t1.ew· dev.eloptrtents 
fore studied a.t the· .exp~hse -o:f ·a mor·e. complete absorption analysis-. 
In addition to: t_h:e· hew bands; the· ·photoluminescent response of all 
bands was ·found· to. be m.ore n·on.-linear than heretofore suspected. 
Thus, it was pot· possible to correlate annealing results with the 
pairing in the manner that had been planned. 
- _, .-- ~-~·., ,- ' -· --- ....,.._, ~-. 
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II. Experimental Details 
' i __ _ 
A. Sam:ple·Pre:paration 
GaP crystals were solution-grown. i.rt ·a· quart·z· arnpoul:e." front -a: 
·¢harge of o. 07 mole % Zn, o.·. o4 :m·ole %, -Ga2o3 , 250gm. of Ga at1d 25·@.li 
<)f. po1yctysta.l:line G.aP •: Tlle :growt~ t~perature was 1170°c ·a-rid th'.e 
c.oollhg· :r·ate: was. ·5°c p,er· hour •. 
. Th=e· amp:o-q.l·e -was .Graeke:d o_pen. and ·the cryst.a:ls wer:e-· remov·ed 
and boiled :in· :co,_ncen:trat·ed HN03 f9r .10 mJnut.es: t.o :remove t·h·e :1as·t 
- -1-
. 
tr·aces of Ga. They were then b:oiled in a 20% HCL so1uti·on for 
2. h·ours., drained, rinsed with DI water, and inspec:t.ed. 
The crystals had grown as large clusters of various-sized 
platelets. The larger crystals were cut into 15 mil slices par-
allel to the (111) major facet. The A(Ga) and B(P) faces were 
identified by etching the slices in a chlorine-saturated solution 
produced by bubbling chlorine through methanol [26]. 
In order to give all samples identical initial thermal 
histories, a I}re1irnin:J.ry heat treatrncnt was perforrned. The 
samp 1,:,l(' 
-- L 1,., .... Lr) were pla.ced 1n a quartz [UI1JJOU1e and the assembly was evac-
uated to about 10-6 torr. The ampoule was sealed off at the end 
wt th an oxy-hydrogen torch. The evacuated run1)oule was placed in 
() 
a fur· nuc ,. ft L ()tH) ~ C for .10 rni nu tcs u .. nd then reznovt~d u.nd qut:nched 
in cold water. 
Diamond lapping on tin laps vas fou.nd to be the polishing 
techni quc bt:u t nui. tttd for 11z-c111-1,1· i ng !Jtunplcs for 11buorpti on meas-
I 
·: ... • 
~ 
c:orner·s, prodU,c~; an· orange-peel fi.n.:ish and preferentially remove 
mat.e:ri$;l in 'va;:;rious s:pots on the .f~_c.·es- ·of tn:e crystals-! Thes;e no.n~ 
method of preparat·ion· is· fmp.qrt~nt because. the absorpt.J.on ~o·d~l 
used a9s·umes the crys:·tal has pl·a.ne-pa~allel faces .~nd t!l~t: mul:ti.pi.~ 
1 
.reflect.i·ons .ar:e· pr-oduced bE=twe~n. t,h·e: .surfaces-. The siz·e :of the. 
·t·hat ,_grit· ·1arg.e_r than .1. micr-on dis:t'or·tec:l the shape of the absorp:--
tion spectrum by introducing a long tail on. the band edge. 
A Universal, Model R-67-2 precision po.lishing machine was 
µ·sed for the diamond lapping. Normally this machine is used for 
polishing laser rod faces to high degrees of flatness and paral-
lelism. Four crystals of a material with hardness characteristics 
similar to those of the laser rod being polished are mounted in 
the corners of a polishing block to serve as outriggers. The out-
riggers must have identical thicknesses and equivalent surface 
areas. A 4. 5 inch diarneter puT·e tin lap wi tl1 diBlilond embedded is 
mounted on a variable-speed rotating head. The crystals and laser 
rod are lapped by moving the block back and forth on the rotating 
lap with a vario.l)le-rate eccentric ar·rn. A gimbal d:istri butes the 
arm nrt«·,·l1"•,·; ,··r)\lfl ·1· ·1v ()!1 !1· ·t ·1 -t\1,• ()llf r i u. :l'{,.,1 ,· " 1 · -_, ._) ·) .. '- "."a ·'· .. ''---"" -- \__ ..... _· .. } ··-- - '"' ~-- • ., , • - L °'!,._-...,: ·~_ ••• ~. ~~.. • •• r_, ~) ·, .. _ • _, 
evenly und keep the: blcick surfrLce pu..ru11cl to the~ lap !;urfr1ce. 
In this application, however, it was t1dvantugeou11 to use the 




ac.cordi.ng to .s_ize: an·d appro.ximate, th:i.ckness and eac:h group was 
ll~~d.~I~pped to .e:s:sent:ia1·1y identical thicknesses-. A s.lurry of 
'M305f.+.5 miq:rq:n'} al'.U+n.in& .abra·si-ve, was, used on ·a g;:lass pJ.ate -,for 
du~ t_q fµmes g:iven off whose toxicity is- unknown. 
Fo_r.· han.d--lapping, the sam.ple.s were mounted· on the inner·· blqc.·k 
. . 
:of a tw_o-:p_j,.ece lapping block using glycol pthalate, a low melting 
point wax. A floating outer ring formed a close sliding fit with 
the inner block and oriented it with respect to the lap surface. 
The crystals were hand-lapped in this fashion until the exposed 
surfaces were all lapping uniformly. The blocks were reheated to 
remove the crystals and old wax. After the crystals had been 
cleaned in acetone, they were remounted in a thin, leveled, layer 
of fresh wax with the opposite face exposed. The srunples were 
held in contact Yith the block as the wax solidified to prevent 
lifting due to the liquid tension of the hot wax. Lapping of the 
secoz1.l 
. . .. 
,._""' ·1 i' t If-~ 
•.• .J - ~ •. ,.,_._ s izn i 1 tLr znu.nn(:r to that. of the 
first, aft er t,1h .i ch tr1c,• <~tH11J)'J,·.i- '..tPre_· .. · • .it ',. ... J, •-> ~----·· ..- ....... __ ... ._J .__ -- ·- ., •. ·.·· 1z1 ""··· ~" · ·, i t) 1·1, i u ·1 ·t· ..,. ~ · ··· · , i ·1· .r • r·, ·1 ·1y • t_:,._ l) ¥ t~.~ u \-.ti, \..i. .. - ._/ J. '· .!. ~-J u'. a- ' 'L,.. .(. .. ,._ ' "-' 
,. 
cleaned in acetone to rernove any ren1aining coar·se grit. 
Tht? d iu.znond lap1,ing 1,rocess grlve excellent results but vas 
C .,., i_, t r• :~ _i_"r i -• ·-~ • . t. 1*-· . ..ij,. • I • ' C ,,,. l 1• • .. · • f_ •_ · ~ • ' .. · ~ i v• t ;' ~" . 1 if l . 
.,.. j • • ' . ,r.) ,., -Ji ... • -- 'I' "' ~- <· .-' ~ lp 
hv (' ... f' ! n ". i: l j _y, ' :_( .. ,r"_. 1' . .. ,_, t ( ~ ·_f.· '; ~ ,·-;-, tt ,~.,,'\..Ji. .. "· ... ~ """ ~-· ;,:;.~ • "-Ii ,.I. '-. w- ~ t : ' •. ~ t' ,p_ .... "'·. . n "f .:1- '. 'f .. * • -~ :;, 
. -..... -·. :-,-~---- -~ -
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:I 
us.i.ng a speci.al prepar-at:.io.n .. ·tec:~niqµ:e r~·7] .. 
Water-soluble. dicU'.Ilonq. paste -was us.ed. t_o .p.ql:ish. ·hhe G:ryfrtals. 
Tfle· -coarf3e l.ap us·ed l m-i,cro:q. gri.t ~, while ·0 .• 1 mi:cron g:rit was us.ed 
.around ·the: l·a.p a:nd rubbirig-i:n wh·ile -wearing a fing~r cot·. Excess 
past:.e· was removed with .a cle.an _cloth,. 
same ·waxing techniques as u-sed on the hand-lapp·ing block-s-. 'The, 
.crystals were lapped ·unti:1 all th.e high spots had bee.rt removed and 
the tin lap was in contact with all the surfaces. The samples 
were then removed periodically to inspect for scratches under a 
200X microscope. To permit inspection, excess paste was removed 
with a deionized water jet and the surfaces were wiped clean with 
cotton swabs. When all the surfaces were uniform in appearance, 
the block was ultrasonically cleaned in deionized water for 5 
minutes to remove the last traces of the coarse grit. Fine lap-
ping thcr1 proceeded until no n1ore scratches could be detected at 
200X rnagnificution. 
The crystals were removed, cleaned in acetone, and remou.nted 
with the unpolished surface up. After the final lap had been 
C 0 "'1 1· ) ; •. t t • : 1· . ,,. -~. ·- ·-
.. 
' 
• .. - .. -.. _,_ . ·1 . ·1 . • " ..,, ~ " ... ' I "'."' ·c t·t·•)l' < 11·.' l ,. 
• _, ,, •. ~· 1-. ., • '·-· .... ) ,,. ,.. "*' , ......... - ,_. ' 
·f \ H • 
·" 1,.. ,---, 't) __ .• !. { ... H. • l,r 1 t ,_, , • ! • ·_J f t_• ! i , • ') ! 1 ,~ n n ·1. ·.1 y - l,. flt' ~- • ,i, 1 ~-'" , •. L, * ~-- _.. ., "l t__ ii,. l_ \._ - Ci!oa .- "' 
poosible. The blocks were reheated and fresh vu..~ vnu nddcd to 
help 0 1'1loat-ot'f 0 the crysta.ls without scratching the polished 
j 
back: ·sur·fa.ces. :The. poli:she.d: ·crysta·Is . re.ceived a ·:fi-rtal ·u1trason"ic ·· 
ac:e-t·one c:leaning .·followed by a :rnetnanol rinse ... , 
·-T····h"'"·e··_. t>~·1··_ckn .. ·.e·_._ .. _·s· -.·.s· o.··._··r_.: · ·:b. · · t 1 · · .: · · · · ·· d. u_···._s_:·_i·-ng··: .. ·_ -a- .b_ o_All .Tra.ns_· _\ __ 11 ea.c . crys. a w.a.s: measure · .. 
:Chek eleqt·ro·nio: a·tal: -ind!c.ator h~vin:g an ~ccuracy of about :.:! 2.· 
Iler.cent:! Th.e .crys-tals rang~a- in. thickness fr.om. ·3.0 to. l.4.·7 mils .. 
Prior to sputtering, the selected orystal.s wer~ cleaned )Jy 
~.$:o~;k::LJ1g tha.n in trichloroethylene and .th~.n 9w~p.p..ing.: wit.~ ·ac;etone 
.on:-. fi.lter paper. Finally, they were s·oa·ked in aeet:one· and .rins·ed: 
in deionized water, followed by a methanol soak. The,y were lo.aded ) 
.directly from the methanol into the vacuum bell jar. 
The Si02 sputtering was performed on each side of the crystals 
at a rate of about 70 j per minute to avoid overheating. Inspec-
tion of the crystals after sputtering revealed a yellow inter-
ference color on the samples for one run and violet for the other. 
Subsequent ellipsometer measurements revealed that the yellow side 
had an oxide tl1ickness of !i125 ! 15 R while the violet surface 
had h3l_,5 ! 15 R of oxide. 'rhe refractive index of each was measur-
ed as 1 1, r; c flt __ · L_1 '!.n -:r •• ··1· , ·no• t 't· l ~-1'~ ('~')')fl ~ . . . • C ) ~ V - l'f <-i • L - ' •~c • ·c) u . ) ._) ·~ " . \ • 
Tl1e Gn O · P I) 11P t, °i ve oxidP films were grown using boiling 
. ? 3 .. ;,·· ! ... ,, . - ~ 
H202 a
f'.: ·t\1 ~- ·)· ---~ l. --1· ,i •• 1· '10 t::agent, [ ')8] 
_ . I t .. • (_ · ,,•~ , ~, .t. •;~ .. _, , -C>. Q- . 0.. '~"" ·-- • The selected crystals were 
clenne·d in l,oi ling ucet(one fo:· 30 rni nutes, then ri nnt?rl ln methanol. 
t f (-_·· ,. _; •. d. 
"ii"'"" • "-'~· 
«:,(·)U·. t· h t,··), ,~,.1t· HJ_"r._t i.'1!it- ':,.-_ . " , . -~-: i ~ -. ~~ ... ..... "-.;ti, Si n c r:: H ~}J ") 
i' I'.~ 
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·no.·. ·a····.dd.· i.t.i.o.n.a1. w_at·.e.·r .. ·,· '.or· H _o:. h·acl t·o bl~, added: •. 2 2 ............... ·. 
rinse:d .in rnethan.ol. l1pon in_speetion,- each ·.cry·stal was fotm.d 't·o 
:have one: or'itng·:e-colored matte sur.fa_c.e and one: reflective ·surface.: 
:Th•e crystals: w•ere· baked ·a-t;: .1·5·090, for· :1 hour .f"c>llo:wed. ·by· i ·hour at 
200°c- t.o .driye ·off' the ·water :of· hydr·at._io.tt: a.nd c:c)m.plet·e. the process. 
·upon ·i:n.spect:io:q. w:L tJ:i a mic..~.Qs.cope usi~g.- Q;irect lighting, the 
mat,te s.µr:fac:e displayed a deep blue interference color varying in 
:s·hades at the edges of the crystal. The film did not have the 
uniformity of the Si02 film. The other side qf the crystal ap-
peared reflective, but had a large nlIDlber of visible scratches. 
An ellipsometer measurement indicated the matte oxide was about 
680 ~ thick with an index of refraction of 2.2 at 6328 j. 
• 
~:-:: -.='• - '~ '_,-. • "'." C•-~::--:·:~•: - ;::· .-'::• . ---:-· ~ 
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B. Artrtealing Procedure and Apparat~s 
The anneali_ng apparatus is illustrated :i.n: .. fig:~- 3 ~ A, Marshall 
. ', ~- . ', . 
Mo.clel 1133 tube furnace w~s used in con.-j·uncti:On· ·w±:t·h a, Leeqs -~pd 
~:·et-point unit fo·r sei_eet_ing. th~ <ie:sired thermocouple emf, a null 
. . . . . . . .",--.; . . 
_amplifier,. :a propo_rtional control-ler, arid. a- si.li-con contrt>lle.d 
pe_rature ref·ere,nq_·e t·heI1[Locoupl_e (ty1>"e .KJ that was compensated by a 
-network of pr-ec·i.sio-n r·esistor.s wi t,h- calibrated temperature coef--
ficients. 
The crystals were annealed in a U-shaped 7mm quartz tube that· 
, 
was mounted in the furnace. Ultra-high purity argon at a flow 
rate of 20 cm3/min, was used as the ambient gas. The crystals 
were placed in slots that had been cut in a 6mm quartz rod so that 
they were perpendicular to the axis of the rod. The close fit the 
rod formed with the inside wall of the tube prevented the crystals 
from falling into the tt1be. 
The teznperature was moni tared by a type S thermocouple locat-
ed adjacent to the samples in the tube. It entered the quartz 
tube through a special port which was then sealed with glycol 
pthu la Le·. '.. . • . ·1 ' ·~ • ~ ._ .., ! I ~ .- it. ".,.,_ ~, { ·: c • ~ \ i1 ! 1 ) ~ ~ t l , " ;._ 1r t t I r ~ _... ;.J • • •. - ... • .... - -· "" • ·---· \.. -- t . ~- .. • ... . - .. ,i;._.. 'I.." 
.. 
1,r+ i 0 r, 
' -\ .. , - . ""'" "-. ~ 
was moni_tor~~d by tl l, & H potentiometric strip chart recorder vhicb 
18 
Pac-kard Mode-I 419A. ·null ·voltmet·er-. The ou-tput qf th-.e voltmeter 
An ·emf c,orre·sponding: to that· develo_ped: qy the pair at a desired 
t.ernper··a..ttrr·e co.uld be programmed'. by ·the emf' soupce ~ -A Data 
Te:chnology Mo.del. 350 cligi_.t~l yo·l tm.e.ter wi tl.1 a s·p~_.q.ial high-
:Sensitivity option· ·w~s ·used to calibrate th~ emf: s·ource to withi·n 
.! 1 ·mfc.rovolt. !n. thi.s II1ann_er, the strip-chart recorder produced 
·c,3.. p:Ius or minus cieviat·iqn. from the set-point temperature at a:r1y 
desired sensitivity. 
The control thermocouple (type K) was mounted outside the 
quartz tube immediately adjacent to the samples. Both the control 
and monitor thermocouples were previously calibrated to a standard 
thermocouple which was traceable to NBS. 
The ternper.:iture profile of the furnace was initially measured 
using a therrnocouple rnounted on the end of a n1otor-clri vcn lead-
screw mechanism. Shunt resistors were applied at the external taps 
on the furnace to give the desired flat temperature zone. Glass 
i_,t,.•·fl 
.l _, .. ) ·, ! ·- to int;ulatc the too r!.nd bclttom of the furnace tube. - . .. ~ 
Aftt·r cu.re1·u1 u.dj un trnc·zi t . ' . 'J• -."• l ,f• I l "',_f • • (_~ •.. , . ' -"> (,J' , • t., . ' l t', '[i_ 
•- . ' .. 
zone vu.s produced in the center of the fuJ·nnt(: tJi th rt . nit1..:< 1mum 
b 1 
I f" J O !" 





rt,d :wa·s a:iso: r:i.nsi~d in: ,,acet,.o.ne :and methanol . to :remove aD:y conta.m.ina-
ti.on from pr:i·or handli:ng: .. The crystals were. alway:s loa_de·d tx1 the 
s:;I.ots. s.o tnat -the swf.ac:e tis.e.d for the phot·oluminescent st11q.y was. 
neve·r t.n. cont~ct with the rod... ::This was ·done to. preyent :possible 
scr~1>Gllipg: of the .:f:i.lms, :o.r .eo.nt·amin:at:fon. .The.: ass.·emb.ly wa.s ·:tJJ~n 
.. lowered ipto t·.he J?I"ojecttng: exhaust port· of the ann·e·aling t11be 
until the: cryst~ls reached a level just above the top_ of the 
f-.urnace··. The rod was suspended in this position for 10 minutes 
by: a nichrome wire attached to the top en.d. .. This period allowed 
trapped and absorbed gases to be swept away by the turbulent argon 
flow. The assembly was then lowered to the bottom of the annealing 
tube to initiate the annealing period. 
During annealing, temperature deviation from the set-point 
and absolute ternperature were recorded on the two strip-chart 
recorders. \fhen the rod was lowered into place, the temperature 
typically dropped a rnaximtun of 10°c. The proportional controller, 
however, responded to the instantaneous therznal load, and returned 
: ; ct r) o :i n t :i n .L c :; ::; t h u n s even rn i n -.. 
ute r:; . during long-
term an,neuls, vi th worst-case drift of 2°c in 36 hrs. 
A n1,cciu.l t,tchniqtte vus uncd foz· qucnchi rlg the samples fol-
lov1 n~~ ,. ··r• • . • . . .. .. . J. . ,r t i II'·\,, ,, l; .• - ·•. ~ ' 1: :t ,. \ ' • ' 1 ,. . j; '· • t" .f • ~ q ., (. .. ( ;· :r l ' •.·. ~ .lf" ti t., ~ 11l· C". : ·. ·. CJ· .' l ".i, +, ... J .. Ill, ' ;. l · - ··~ ,_.i "" ·.. '···· ·· " 11'1111 '-1!11-"t-) ·--~ • ~ ,,_) 4i-_,- .. ll.c"r ii,,_., ,!;• ,)~, •• ~ "f_._; 
.. .. 
n i ~ .. ,· .. ·. , i r t : , .,- ~ "" 11. : r l.,, ; ,1.~ n.,.i ,' .•  1.·. _··. ·:.i. 
... _- "-~ "· ,_., \. 9' .. Ja..... -;_.,. ,. " !;,,.~ ..... \.!· i • .V:tr-:-., ,.Ji!, . - j. ~ h t • t"I. f 1. ' '., f • I I ~- '.'. f Ii,:." jj ', ! 'j t· f. • ,,_ __ , .. 'It . -~ ~ 1P ~ .. I; _,. 1- 'l"' ,iJ,- If ·~ I 't, • '-. j. ~ . . - • 
The niclltouu1 v1re co,111ected to the top of tt1e slotted rod vti.u 
.. 
( 
. . -~;...--' -· .. -.. .J.- - - ' ·-. - ..- - . • ---~-• c·.·-;·e::·:,.' - <". 
,, 
rP' 
.. (~.penea and arg·.on' .. flowed· :Out both :_ports. (s'·ee Ff,g·~ J). The ·tee. was 
te=e. Both piece-s ·were-· th_e'n .move(i ·ove~· to a -100 nrl .fl.ask, hal'f~filJ.~d· 
wi~p. cJeiop.ized wa,.~~:r ~nd r·esting :at 4'5·0· frQIJl t,he ·y_~~t.i.·.c.~:i.. The as-
. . 
f?'E;Olbly was introd;µ.c.·ed into the_ mqµt·h. ~J'f.' tt:re. :fi:ast- ~r1d the rod was 
t.hrust down anq tzj_s-ted, dropp·ing the hot crystals in the cold 
deionized water. The entire quenching operation normally took less 
than 4-5 seconds to complete. 
. 
·. · .-;;,:(·':~-~':"~:;::<::;·'.._:.;7;~} .. · i~.,',~\<"~:.::_·-:~~ "..~:-,:-~''J-_·":_-·~,;_-:· .-;::,:- _ :.,·.;;.~0r._1•:,e-· ..• - .-~-:. ,. -,J ~:-->.-""' -. ~-'.--"','.:;,:·:· (> _;./ -,,,...·-:··- _---:.·:".:-::: '-,::-•~---~~: ''.·--:-'.· --"'.""-. ·~.- :~ _:: _C.:: -.• : .• • , .:~:-'- _-·_;-;-,:-.,... .:....•::--:-;-,,-·:;e .• _.- :,·; __ , -:...,- ,:.. ._. -~-, •.:-- :"\-:-:'~_,,..:,..,.,_,~ ·--~-:-.- • .,.- • • • - .- •·:·· ;c 
2-1. 
:·C. Optical Absorption 
.. 
1. Spectral Analysis :'re:o'·hn.t.que 
Optical absorption. sp¢-q:tra.,h~ve.· J;>reviously been. us.e·d= t·o :pr:ovi_de-
. ··..:.. 
[.2-1.,23:,29-32]. ·Howev.er .most of t·he :previous analysi.s- :t1as been. of' 
a g_u~lit.ative Il:~tur:e, Whereby relatiy~ spe .. c:tr.al Ch~nges.. Were Ob-
se:rve.d.-. 
. : . . ..· . 
[.:29]. whereby the photoluminescent excitation responses of the 
z:n-0 and O bands , along with absorption effect of the free car-
riers, could be used to resolve the total contributions each band 
makes to the optical absorption spectra of (Zn,0)-doped GaP. Using 
this technique, partial absorption coefficients of the bands are 
determined, which, along with various parameters associated with 
these bands, can be used to calculate the concentrations of Zn-0 
complexes present. Therefore if al.l these parameters are known, 
th i s t e: ch n i nu L' c [tn be 
-
. . 
l .1 ".·.· , ;-, .· ,. ·1 r·· \,.,..}-~-~U ~-.., ! ·• , h z·1 ·1· ll ,. 1 • • • ·1· ·· \ r CU .._ ~.l, 1_, __ L· l . ' ' T T] ·t· ; l 'l't . \J ! • the R/IR d1.:1ta 
derived frorn !Jhoto1tunincscerrt s1)ectra to learn more about Zn-0 
and O dw"ing annealing. 
In order to detennine the relative contributions of each of 
the • CL 'J. (. ~-- ' ..-) . .. .. t I f ~ ! ·1·· f • '( • ·1 ! t < • ~.1'1 'I..J. ! , ,•, .. T ' ... ,.,< '; ~ • '",.• 
<''i.-.,. ,,, ...... '.i ilJ.. t·. ·,~ ti.*}• ·.1 ~.f 
'\-.,'\...I¥ '""'..t ,_ ,, --~ ~ 'l." l- : .. J r) V Cl" 1 Up J: lF) t h t f'l e 
tip··· t .. '! c ' ,,. •: ··~ .,. '· .. •'J • .... ( ... :. t <~ ' .. i t ae, , (._ ~ r ,~ ,.:.) f" CJ •1 _i ,.t f"' 11· (• .,.,, r..~ Ch f.' h 4 ~ tt:1 ( .,~ ., .. e e C .fl? . .. ,, .. ·f. n· ., .. ft ) U , ,,.,~ -- "-" ¥ ..... ~ <11'1 ~:-, j-· W .-, <!;·• ·: ,JI' 'la ·U ff! ,: ,·-- -. ,t .-· -i _ .. , . ..,, -~ ... , U, .• ·-- ., W'I. Jt..-ri.y .i 't. -•-• .• 9 .. ,_ · _ .... ,i · ... ~ :i '9_-~f • 
2_2·' 
Dishman and J)iDom·enicct [2.9J s.h·ow :that: at. room t:~p~r~_tu:re thi-s 
.free C·.art·ier ·tail can be repre.s.ente.d 'b:etwe.en o~·-6. and 1 •. 2 eV 'py .& 
iq·g-( -ex: ): :;:: m • E +· b (1) 
w:I:i:.e1te :_:_: 
b is the intercept. at E.= = 0. 
By plotting log a vs. energy, we see this free carrier t·ai·l. sho·u.ld 
exhibit a linear relationship (see Fig. 8). Therefore, by fitting 
a straight line to the far-infrared response, the exact slope and 
intercept can be determined and this contribution of the free car-
riers can be subtracted from the original spectrum. 
After this subtraction, the only portion of the spectrum 
caused 1)y only one band is in the far-infrared. There the low 
energy tail of the oxygen spectrurn can be fitted to the absorption 
spectrum in the manner described below. Since a logarithmic axis 
has been cl1osen for the absorption coefficient, fitting can be 
ac C 0---... r-,l , __ ) .·1_ i .·.·,- ·.n.- '--~ : __ ·1· ;_) V 'Ir,.,. .. ;i "1 -• q ·1 ·1, r t· r q r1 •. l ! l t ·1· r·1· :'" •· }1 c• O"', r ff l··:, n .r.:_._l J"J •• c····. t"'t" fl u n ·t 1· 1 - • !· - ._ r, ' ,/ "I',._,_.. t .... -*- (,. ~ ... --''"'.,.-,, ,.,_, .J-. ·-- • '°..J -·- ~-4- - 1 • • t.) t ..... .__., .}t,,,_f.-1 ,--J _• .. - ~ ,-. -
'1"l r'_ ·1-·1· •:·:• () I-1 ... r "J. ·t- 1· o·· z·1 ·1· • • ;_ • n ! 1 ·1 q r_·_· Y' till 1 • ·t· 0 mul-
• a .r .. SJ ""· ... t"' .., l,_ .. ••• , ••.. ;, .,., .••• ·-~_. ... ,._ ~ 1... ~-, o•• ,t J 
tiplyi ng tht~ entire oxygen spectrum by a constu.nt. rrhc ub!Jorption 
/ 
~ 
coefflc i r~nt of tl1<:: <)Xygr~n JJCclk t1t 1. 8 eV is thus dctermir1ed. tind the 












:abso_rJrtioI1 coe"f'fi·c·i .. e·:trt- of ·t·he red band -at :·2-.-1 eV i-~- thus_ d~te,rmi:ne·cl' .• 
po:nents: -.caused by "uni.dent·ifi.ed" mechartisms: .. . Tb determine. th·e: 
' . ' ; . . ' ·.. .. . . 
relative effect- of ·these unidentified .ntecha·n:i.sms-; t:he· spect-r:um_ can 
,, 
b:e rec-onstructe_d 11s·:ing· only th·e de-sired ·cont·ributions. 
Dishman and DiDome_nico [29] show that the concentrations of 
the Zn-0 complexes are then determined using a modified form of 
Smakula' s equation: 
where: 
N is the concentration of Zn-0 complexes (cm-3), 
R is an empirically determined constant (0.37), 
n( Eab) . the refract i ·ve index of GaP e .. t 2.1 eV (3.46), 1S 
n(i;a ) • the refractive index of GaP at 1.8 eV (3.33), 1S 
~a 
. the peak of the IR absorption band (1.80 eV), 1S 
E . the peak of the red absorption bttnd ( 2 .1 eV), 1~ 
ab 
..,., 
the l' I! l )'" t .i• q ·1 !._../ (.~.a; \ _ _J -·' • .... ~ • ) . tt[)·-_, •.. .., .. ,.,t ) L . • , I) - ; ) -,., • 
dc}ter·rniri(·d b~1 ti4e Zn-0 r1bnorptior1 b1.u1cl, 
taE io the halt~-viclth of the Zn-0 bt:u1d (0.2h eV), 
... ,,. 
( ,;,, . ( - f ) ....... J, i '. •t -...... 





The. :r,adi:·atd~ve. 1:if·etinie-,_ ·however:,: has: be·en. ·-r-e·centrly .r:ep,9rt·-~,.d t·o 
c.h·ange with· anne:al·i.ng· [:.2:3,·33:].:.-._:.Since, _th.i-s: ·p:aramet,,er w.asn··•t measur.ed, 
. , ', ,, . 
pia..r:i.peq. ! N.eve::r-th.e'les:s ., the ·teohnic;rue _of resolving: ·t:he ·oan-ds ·.allow's 
''. · .. 
-r~i@.tiv~. ·ch·ange,_s :i._n the b·an-ds. to be· o~s,e:rve·d without t·he. influenc.e 
,· 
:zn-0 band-. 
A comp.uter program named PART .·F4 was ·w.:r:i.tt~-n. to, .m~themat.tcally-
... 
;pE?rf'orm the. :c.urve fitting and subtraction operations_ p::reviously 
.d.e.scribe·d:. The free carrier tail was determined by a least-squares 
:fi.t over range from 1.25 to 1.4 eV (see Fig. 8). The O and Zn-0 
ba.nds were fitted to the spectra in ranges of 1.5 to 1.8 eV, and 




.. ·~ . . . ,. Ph6tolun1inesc·ent ·Excitatio;n J\1e)3.s:ur.em.en·t:s· 
:The schemat~c in Fig. 4 i.llu.strates the apparatus. ·used :to, 
.. perf.orm.-· :tJ~1-e ·phatolumin.escerit ex.c_ita:tion .meas·u.rements • .Th:e, :light 
.l·e.yels: ·involved ·wer .. e s.-o. low t·llat ~- compl~tely lig_ht~t·ig.ht: b.ox' was .. 
-construc·ted of photogra:E)pic poarci. anci.- tap_ed t:o seal. the ·.mcJno--
c_h.roma·t·or output..;:port and all the asaoc.:i.ate·a foc-usi.ng_ and·· d·etec-
ti.on ·assembly frt)m backgro.und light. 
:'••:.+=.,- .. ,.. .... ~ 
':I'l:l.e _li.g_ht source was: a 250 watt. ~urig:stE=tt-halogen lamp. It was 
·a.riven by a ·Sorenson 110 VAC regulator .anci had excellent stab·ili ty 
· characteristics. For maximum efficiency, the image of the filament 
was focused on the entrance slit·s :of the monochromator with lens 
Ll. 
The monochromator was a 1/4-meter Ebert-type manuf'actured by 
Jarrell-Ash. The output spectrum had a bandwidth of 60 R with less 
than 0.05% scattered background light. The monochromator was checked 
with both neon and mercury vapor calibration lamps and found to be 
within 35 ~ of calibration over the range f·rom 51i60 to 8378 ~. 
Filter Fl( Corn:i.rif-~ c:[3J-6o) ,.ro.s used t,o filter second-order light '-· 
from the rnonochron1nt0r grating, while a.djustuble rectangulo.1· aper-
ture Al fw"ther reduced the bandwidth. I,enses L2 and L3 and mirror 
M1 were used to focu::; the light bcwn on the GaP platelet on un axis 
ii t i . . . . .. · . i f1; • •: I • ' t • ' ~ j ) ! ) t I Y .1·. • ! J ti ij -,- . ._. _,..,e .,_, .,~ • .. • ·~_,;.,....,,.. - . "'-' • Lc•n:; Lh ( r. '() C()l Jee t,_:d u 
uide 
(F3) onto the photo-cathode of the photomu.ltiplicr tube (Ptfl'). 
'\ ' 
.axis to prevent sc·attered light .in the beam from- swamping the 
fii ters (F2). had t·o· be used. -to :reduce t·he -amount.£3 of s·c~tter-eci 
1t··ght in th·e detect·i·on band. An O.ptic·s Tec.hnology #6:5·0 band""'!pa.·s.s 
fi-lte~r w~·s. ttse.d t.o reduce $¢.att-ere.d li_ght -~fbove. 66bo R i_ri tl1e re:d 
~~rc_i:tati.on- .study. In the- it1fr::ar:e_d s_tudy .a #100, band-pas·-s ;fi.lte.r 
w:a:E? ·used to· r.edP.c~- :light: a.b··oye 8700 lt·. 
Sp~cial filters were als-o used to give ·the proper detection 
' .. 
'· 
ch-aracteristics. In the red system, a combination of ·two Corning 
cs.4~64 sharp· cut absorption filters and a single 6943 R inter-
.ference fi.lt~r with a passband 200 ~ wide were used to detect 
Zn-0 luminescence. The sharp-cut filters eliminated essentially 
all of the background and reflected light less than 6600 j with 
little loss of the red signal~while the interference filter 
rejected the background light and photoluminescence above 7100 ~-
The use of the sharp-cut fi 1 ters res ul tecl in better rneasuT·einent 
resolution at excitation wavelengths near the detection band. 
In the infrared system, a polished slice of GaAs was used as 
the detector filte:r. Tl1e band edge at 9000 R provided an extremely 
shu.rv 
A, 
't·· 1 i "':" h- l .r I .. '. f' ·i ··1 t p z· ~ r i L }1 , • ·t.',. ·; i j. r1 t r· ,,. ' ./. '*· 1· .' ·;? l ,f~ \·1.!l I"' t'lC""' t e• l'" l. (• ·t' 1· c·,·· '-" a., t • ·•-- {:) ".. l_) .,..._.., ,J ,. __ J - . c.to•-. - " ·i._., c.,.,. t't .-., • ~, ......... ~ \_.,, ........... "° ;•~ ·'-·-·" .., ·v ..,_ '~· ,J '"-=-' \... t_,, . '\, J ,i, ~ l \.~ ·, {,. - c, - - • • J: - ;) 
·- .. 
lo,.,,.,. .. r.,n,r;, ·11 ••f1·r f 1'1,• "' ~_: "- f'f , .. l,, 'i ""' ,. , '··,• • t:> V j d • 
to be measured effectively up to 9000 i. 
An Iff'r-1;,,.1118 photcmultiplit·1· tube ( S-1 response) was used 
as tl1e detector. It vns cooled :ir1 u rt~frig-:1tated cl1amber by 
from ·the pho.t.oca.thode to a levei which would permit low-level 
Thi .. s. c011I1til1g sys-tern· automciti·cally ID.easur:es· ci.Il9. :reco:rtts: t-he exc:it-a-
. ~ ·-·---: 
ti·on dat.a on :rr1.agnetic t.ape an.d i:nd.;e:x:~s ~P~ ;mqpocp.roIIJ.~tor. At· the· 
:·end of' a pr~:scrib·~d c.o.unt ·.perio·(i, the c:ount-~:r: ·RJ.multaneously .fo~-
wards its binary coded decimal (BCD) data to a Hewlett Packard 
·Model 2547A data coupler and signals the indexer to advance to the 
next wavelength. The coupler accepts the data and records it on a 
Kennedy magnetic tape recorder. The cycle is repeated automatically 
until it is stopped at the last point in the spectrum. Due to the 
low signal levels, counts were taken for 10 seconds at each set-
ting. The red excitation spectra was recorded for incident light 
from 5500 R to 6600 R. For the infrared spectra, the sample was 
excited from 5506 R ·to 8700 R. Readings were taken at 20 i 
i n c r e111t.: n t ~.; i r1 iJ o th c as es . 
Before any l"elevance can be attached to the number of photons 
counted at ea.ch monoch.ramator setting, the rate of incidence of 
the c x c i, t i, ng b c run rn us t u 1 so be k novI1 . There f' or c u C oh t;,· rent Ho.di a-
. .•. ' -. ' ;: t ': ': -f .. t' .. '.f.. " • ~ .. ti .. . . . ()It ... ,t{J 'I, ,L 1,, ),. l' •' 
t. h.,,. , .. (." 11 n ~ ! ~ r f , , 'J ·U. ··• , r. ". ., .. ~~ i ,'-,. ,J_. ,,_ j,. 1\-•· • • ''-- ' . . .. \.,- • 
.. 
··1-i·t~·· .. * 11 .. tl 
...... ' ·~ \- \.- •- 9• 
' • 1 
' , ~ )'. Jo ' .- • ' I . . y--. t~J "w ,· • "'' ~ ... • • " ' • "" , . r, lJ ' · ; , , f . If I ' :,- ' -., f 1,._LJ • !J...-" *· ,,..,., (, ,. ,,41-' ··-• ·' ',•_J, 1#. ",4,. 1,,-' \;..~ •.,. .. 
~ . 
• i -t1:; f._• :.. l ~-~ · 
t)f t,·~c 1 ~ ~ . l n (" 1· tl • ,, • . .. i ,, ' ' ,,, (.., • " \, bcum 
point between m.irror 141; w1d lens L3 to take into account the 
-c-.·--.,•.,·,-·~-;;...·-~>~ t-.;.. ._,....,;,;!'--.--..:,- ..• · ... - - - - . _, ' . • .---. ·, • ---·---.·.:··--_.· -.-.•-_·.·--,- ·--·-··--·_,··.·--.,-. ·., .. --·-_.· .. ---.· .--... ·.·.:-·-:·--. ·.··._-._-,,-.--.,. •.c.·,,· __ - '.·.·.·.· •• -::,-,.-• • ,--.-.-.-,-~~-,-·-.. -~-__ ·c.·.,_-.-.• _·_,-_-.·.'-·.,-.·-'-·._·.·"_---.-.· • .-,· ... -·. ".'·._.·~----?",-:·.-__ •• ·----.,.-_·.-._ -_·.-.··.·c_._.-,--••.. =.-.-._ .. _ .• · _ ~._-·._·_.-_._'---•... =-·_.,----, __ -:-.. ~._,-_._·----=-~-~"°--'-=,_.•_.;>"_··,··-'.'.-.'-'-~1 __ ?,,~_. :"=._7_ .. 'a'.1"--::'.-_-__ ;~-----~4-~_'_,_-~_-.. -.' .. :.· --~~-~-./_r·/.~_·,,,_: .. x~~~-~~'~-::· ,--' :=-•--·~·,'.:::_·-;}'.··:--,-•;:·c_.~-;:;~_.:·~-:~-';._-_·.-.. ··;c_:>:-.o·~.--;, ._•,."c-_~-'_:-::.-: _;· ~--.--:/~::·:-'"~~-·-c;·,··--·-·.'c;---~.-~~,'-~-•-:r·"·;. __ ·._·::~ · cfo:-•:~--,, ,--~:r::,-•c--··.-;·:•:;--~--~·.··-;'"_· .. _, .. 7=,~---...-·-.••··•"'.,..,;::->.,,_-,,-.· --~._:·.::-~-,":,:'"'.=·-,:.:~·.-;··.•--·e::····;;"".' - -·•., " · .. - ···- · --· -···· - .:··· _ _.:;·--• '":.,_ •o -~.::_.:c··_,<..:::-.·,,.- ~ ~ .. · - --- - • - ~·-·--"·-- ~ - , -
... ,_ 
.. po-_lari:zati.on effect:s_ ,.of the ·n1irtor. The. 0-1 vo'lt_ dc1 output· was 
Il1¢~s·ur-ed by· a: Data Te.chnol_o·gy Model_ 350 dig~tal voltmeter (DVM}. 
·'r.h~- B.CD ou.t:put of t·h_e v.c:rlt:rn·eter was. forwar·a.ed to. th_e dat_a coupler 
·in the. s-~e manner .af3 W~$- th:.e coµ;nter • The, i.n ..¢i.den-t ·power was t_h·e.n 
before. 
·~fhe .ac-tual power measured :at .a given wa,;v~leng.tJ;i. ,: kn.owing th·e vol t·age! 
measured. The relative rate (Ri) .of phoi;qn :i,noiQ.em:::e at each wave~ 





. \.. ·: :_v... • v. . 
.. A .,. .- . !\; • ' 
·1 J.: :1 
:x. is the wavelength of interest, 
1 
... 
V. is the power meter reading at that wavelength, 
1 
,(3) 
K. is the detector correction factor at that wavelength. 
1 
The normalized excitation rate at each wavelength was obtained by 
dividing the photon count rate by the associated relative incidence 
rate. 
A Digital Equipment PDP-10 computer was used for all data 
reduc ":1· or1. t\ F1c)·z···1"'1T_) r)·rci'.!_J"!'U11 ... , l q' ti';{(''TfP }?1 Tl't·t .. "_: "·"r1·.t·t'e'.\r1 ·t __ -.,,_~_) JJ''~ .. -I1 f·o""""" l... .... fl'" • • L . " '\,,,... 4 ·v t.} . \... ... I1 c ... rz. t... .... '1-1 t__ ... ""- ·-' '-..... ' '*' • l ..., ., "'. - \. "'*~ .... lU 
the calculations and plot the excitation spectra. A data. f'ile was 
created conto.i.ning the power rneter correction factors from 5500 R 
to 99CJ u ~- '. o t,. i t ~ ~ r r·zn t~ n tu • 
th(~ () f t!1t_. 1_"r, t 1 1_~ f_ .lr "" ll i r_ Ll_-~ 
, ... •--~· '.r ;,_. If A.. • 
.. 
·1 ·,} l' J t ( ) r 1 i'.1~ H t t I f ·{1 ( . ~ L ., ~ ( i V () I f t) • . .' -~ , • - f • I f f_l f" i le 











c·alc:uiated the entire excitat·ion s.;pe.ctra,. apd created both an .. ·Oi+t·~. ·, 
:C·al-Comp plot·:,: ~nd st:ill .had.: a.<ie.quate r·eso,luti.on.. M.t·.e:r tJ1~ s.y,st~ 
was operating· properly., however·, ·th·e ca1-·comp plotter: Wlts us:·~d t·o 
produce publication-quality plot·s :o:f t·he spectrum. 
,r ·-
3-.. ·:Absorptio·n_ 1-1easurement-s. . 
.. 
apparatus shown·: in F-ig" 5 .• :The light :sour(~,e :and monochromator were, 
p:r-·ev.iou_sly deS¢Jtibed :in the di.s:-c.11s.si·on -of ·the exci.i>ation apparatus:.!' 
In th.i-s case: :howev:er, less intensity was. nee-cie:d so ·the image· of -t·h·e 
·:fil-ar.na.pt was -no:t ·focused on ·:t.lle ·entrance slits. of the :monocnromat·.or. 
T·he .Coherent Radiation optical power- ·meter was us-e·d as: the-
o.~te.ctor-. It's s·ilicon solar cell had extremely low background 
:nq:i_~e -and excellent linearity. Because the GaP crystals were small, 
a 40 mil diameter aperture was used between the crystal and the 
detector to insure that a well-defined, transparent region of the 
crystal would be sampled. The crystal was held between a flexible 
1 mil steel strip which had a 60 mil aperture, and a polished 
stainless steel holder which contained a barium-ferrite magnet. 
All absorption measurements were made using parallel light at 
normal incidence to the surfaces of the crystals. This satisfied 
the absorption model used [36], and was also needed to offset two 
detrin1ental effects. First, unwanted photoluminescence as well as 
trar.1- (~1"', ·i t r·, .. i . ~ !ilia.:. <.... '..I ,:.J '•,.~ ,,." .. • !'l y,t·' tr •''•(i 'tJ· ,r r i l •• t .. ~--- -~-}-Fl- ... (_ .. _~ , ,.,.,! .. ,._ 
.. 
. i -. .• . . . • •· ' .. 
!1,,,1. C \., c: L L, lJ l • By l 1 <~ ·1· n rr r , ~ 1 1~ n 1 ~L ,'• l l..J" ••c) !.-''~+•- ............... _ ... \,,.... 
light, ho~..1cv0r, the collection U.J)eraturc could be moved furthcz'" 
avay from the crystal, resulting in less photolwninescence being 
detected without. chnngiri.g the runou11t of tro.nnrnitted ligl1t detected. 
• if- ... - • ·1 ·, Jt .. .. ~ ~ u j ·, 
... r • 2 t • •'' •' 'i .. ! •.·. .• .' ·, 'I Y ; I r >' t , ,, , . } r , ·L' ~ ;. ·, ·' "', , • 
,.... ...... 'I"- J 3 (_ .. • • ;. M,- • ,. w, , '{ ,. • .. ' • -- . . . .'I' •• ~-, f light 
coupled .1 ri t(J 
c.ryota,l. By uning pu..1·0.llel light, thiu etfect 1u not observed. 
-·--··--l . . . ····--··--·---
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I, 
.. i.ng manner.. Lens. LJ . .( cyli,n_q.riqal_} was used t,o co·11e·c.t: th~ d:i.verg--
.ing b·e.ani frt,m t-he· mopoc.h.romat·'or· and focus. i.t· at the f oc~l po.int :df 
lens 12· (circular·). Th.is .comb·inat.iQn. produced a .conc·:.entrated beam 
that: imping;-e.d on th·e crystal in ,a,. reasonably parallel fa:shion-. The: 
·· purpose. of filter Fl (·corning 882-6.8..) wa·s to .r·emov:e the second~ 
:or·der I:i.g-ht·: fr.om ·the beam. The 20.00 nfi·c·ro·h· .s·1i ts- produ·c·e·d. a. b.and--
widt.h of 60, .R;. however, adj.ustable r·ectangular a:pertur.e Al ·was us~id. 
to .f.urther reduce the bandwidth. 
Since the lamp demonstrated stable ch.ar-acteristics, a sample-
in, sample-out measurement technique was used. With no sample in 
place, the detector measured between .25 and 1.2 microwatts over 
the spectral range scanned. Although the detector had an absolute 
power calibration accuracy of~ 5%, the repeatability of the rela-
tive readings was much better than this. Because the ratio of two 
readings was used in the absorption calculation, the absolute cali-
bratior1 acctirl1cy ,;.ras not relevant. The accuracy of this ratio, 
however, is essentially determined by the linearity of the silicon 
cell over about one order of magnitude of light intensity. Measure-
ments showed that the cell had excellent linearity over several 
l 
0 ,., .. ..--• ._ • .,. ' . ., ut,. ~., !" ,~, ~ 1 •,, r1 ,; ~ l lit''.... rtr.1 {f". . ·t· \ ..l , ... rt· .. • t"~ 1') z· ( .. _.. t· 11 {_ ·.· 1.· q ·L.· ·1· .. (_-.)._ .._ ... ., \.•(°"'.°) • -•- ~ ~- -- \.._.. > •• ' ;'\,. , ' ~ • --· '. 'i\,_. ._,, ' V • - . \.... . '-- 111 • !j ,• ! 1 ~· ,rn ·r··1·' I' '·'("•1·· .. e~ ;.. ... t, . .,, ~ ....... 1 i __ ,,_ _., t ,.-oj. l .. __ L ... _~1 w ,, -
;l n off - set cc, n tr o 1 w u !:; us e d to u cc o u n t for u.ny 
backgx·ou.nd light that existed. The output of the power meter vas 









'rhe: spe_t!trum ,w~s s.cann¢:d. ir;i, 20 :1£ :itic:reme~ts·. :.f:r·om 55::0,Q :R., whi-c:h 
W$.$ ne·ar the b.and: .ecig-:e, to .:~900 f w:h:i.-¢:h was. the ·far-.:tnfrared i·.iin:tt. 
_';, 
' ' 
o·f ·tne: :monoch~prr1J:1,_t.o_r-. .About·· :O ~- 5 s.f=c·o.pds -was. allowed= f.or the -det.ec-
tqr ·to stabili-ze ~roper·ly at e·ach monochromator- 1.ncreme-nt •. The DVM 
. -- . . -· ... ··~ ·,·.· 
:had a maxµnum cycle t-11IIe·. o:f' :so· .nts ; :ahd t.hus· its t"iniing :was hot a 
: ....... 
. • ' 
Preliminary experiments inciicate.d t·h·at the :absorpt'ion ·of the 
crystals was not homogeneous. For this reason, a technique was 
used to assure measurement of exactly the same area of the crystal 
each time. The detector aperture and sample holder assembly was 
removed and placed on a glass plate on a microscope. The holder 
surface was viewed by top-side lighting and an auxiliary light was 
used to project a beam through the aperture from behind the holder. 
With a crystal placed in position over the aperture, a photomicro-
graph was taken which indicated the position where the crystal was 
to be 1 ' 'i . ' ' . . . ' IJ·- _ f·i C .. .., t·""'' ll I i 1-,• ·t_ T l'l' ·~ 1 l [J .. c..)• f• {l 1 l 1-·• r·i ·t. Fl i•: • .:-: 'Ll ·r•, ··TJ1 r., T} ·t C~ - -'--'* . .,,... ..__ """-4,."""' ,.,, • G ........ ...,, .... ,_ ..... l...., '1-- - "" ..... "---" .... , ... ~.-' .-. .... _ ........ ..._... "-"" In mt1k:ing an n.bs orp-
tion measurement, the srunple was ca.re fully oriented :1nd ti1e steel 
foil vas placed over the sample so that the aperture in the foil 
permitted full view of the smaller detector apertui-·e. After the 
r , · !' • f.J' .,4 •.· i { • . i 
.. ,_ - • __ , l-- ........ .j.. .•. ":---- .. ' 
gent.12,r • t .... • ... --41~ .. •. 'tt .• ; ··--· •I t ,: f • ''. 1 , .. • , ' t I . ' .. u· .._,,..Ji+-.,,.. \,, -· ., ~} "·"" ,;._._lt:::: .c ~ '·· 
... 
f u.11. u.vu.y fr<.Jn1 thi:· :;u.inple 
holder. 'll1e inc:iiicnt intcnoi ty spcctrwn could then be recorded 
using the umne poi.nt on tl1e nolw- cell. 
; , .. ,;,:: 
-.::.+ 
·, .. 
. :I . 
A Ji~-ortrifri pr_ 6'.g:r ain name cl .A.B.~PW .:F1+ Wt;l$. :· wr·i.tt.e:r1:. · t"<J. C_i3.l_qµlat e a,nq. 
and ide·nti.fication ·were ent.ered .. Aft:er· t-hi·s information h·ad been : . . . ·~· . - . - '. . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . :. . - . . . : . . . . " .- .. . 
:$u.J?plied, th.e pr_o;gram acces-sed a ;f-ile contai.ni_ng t_he reflectiv:ity 
The: abs.orntian co.effic-ient, a. , was t·.hen 
.l:' . . 1 





2 (1-R. ) 4 
R2 l l = -ln + 
4T2 





dis the thickness of the crystal, 
T. is the transmittance at that wavelength, 
1 
R. is the reflectivity at that wavelength. 
1 
A data file of the absorption coefficients in the spectrum was 
created along with a plot file. The data file was used as an in-
put f .i le to several other 1)rog:r·LUJ1s. A P:r·u- rrr (i rn 0 --- .. _4- ... r1runec1 GRFE'\/.F1 1.i used 
the data file to !)roduce a good quality graph or1 the line printer 
for quick evaluation. Another program, PA.RT.Fl,, was used to sepa-
rate the various components of the absorption spectra. The plot 
f i lt:,• 
plotter. 
, 1,· ·.·"J. r_ o·.· ,..__. + _, 1-...- . ' V'" .• 11 r ()du c e p tl b 1 i c n t i oz 1-q u tL l i t y gr tip r 1 s on the Cal-Comp 
-~ .. ~:~::.<-- .•-.• 
... 
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·D. Photoluminescent Tolission ·Measurements· 
1. Measurement Technique 
Ph·otolmnines.cent ·qu.apt1.m1 e:fficJe:tlcy i.·s· one of the most :impor..; 
t.ant p·ar:am.et·er$ involved in this: :s·tudy. The ratio .of the r.ed band 
.to. the infrared band. i·n the photo·lirmine·,-sceht speet-rtllil (R/IR} at. 
77°K was \U3 .. ed. by D:. L. Hughes for zinc :and.. ·o°Jcygeh ·pairing analys_i:s 
[20]. Th;is t~chnique, however, was r10.t capable -of :me.asuring 
o .. 
al)s.olu:te quantum ef:fic.iencies at 77··.K:. 
Hts: ,_~ffi·c.iency measurements were performed at room temperature 
w-ith. _a te·st set which measures. total quantum efficiency (red + in-
frared). The test set uses an integrating sphere to collect and 
direct the luminescence onto silicon solar cells, which have a non-
uniform spectral response. Therefore, if both the red and infrared 
band appear in the photoluminescent spectrum, the resultant effi-
ciency measurement is inaccurate. 
It is possible, however, to calculate the efficiency of any 
band at room temperature by making both an efficiency and a spectral 
measurement of the sample. If the normalized room temperature 
. l . ·1 ' . ' 1 ., ·1 1 t . S Pe t• ,.l,_- _.,. ·;L·il'.1., 1...'--.l r1 [_ I f 'l '·1 •0J- ~)· i'• c'' ~, r .!! ..... _ re~ pl)·""' 'r. ·l ,'.1' (•. ') r ·t· ',. ··, , ... ,.--1 q r n.' I "' _! l r'' rr1 ll . , 1-'- - - _/.. V I...; !_ \_,. - - - .. . ~ ..., - '•. ,lk V i. l (._ •-J ,..., , , .._.,... '- L: ,,., ..... , . .I L<-i '--• • • · 
plied, point by poir1t, and bund-fi t ting or un algorithzn [ ;?3] is 
employed to resolve the over-lapped portions of the bands, accurate 
quantwn efficiencies can be calculltted. 
I r. } f !' ) 1 .-· • • i ; t , 1' ~,.. h L··-1' .. • • V" , • y• , . "-• •..•. ,, ,,t.1,_..,., J) ......... , .. f ...... ) 







77 K ·ar:td cl.early plot.. ~h-~-.. ·ipdiv:i"du~l progr"E~:ss· ::of· eac]:i: band dur.:tng 
.· . · .. 
_annealing r-ather· than just thE=ir ratio. A teGlJ.nj__que. was deve·lope.d 
b·ased on _a ooinparison between a sample an·d. a standard '.Crystal at .a 
. . 
'_inte.r,nai .g_u;~11t-wn ,eff:i_c:ie-:qcy of the .standar·d is known fo:r· th.at: -part-ic:-· 
u·lar passband, the entire s.pectrum of the sample .can :be ·scaled-. The: 
quantum efficiencies of th.e respective, bands are then :det.ermi:ned.. by 
.. 
a sin;J.ple integration ·of the individual readings. 
There are several conditions that have to be satisfied however, 
in order to use this comparison technique to generate absolute 
quantum efficiencies. First, both the sample and the standard have 
to be illuminated by the laser over identical areas. This condition 
was satisfied by mounting each crystal directly under a 47 mil 
circular aperture drilled in a 1 mil thick steel strip. Also, 
the aperture of the sample being measured rnust always be exactly 
centered on the optical axis of the monochromato~ and the beam, 
in turn, centered on it. If these alligrunent conditions aren't 
fulfilled dux·:i.ng both the SWDIJle and the ~ tunda.rd n1easure1nent, 
. . . ., -~ 
errors ure 1 ntro(1ucec1. 
Another condition is that the exciting light be canpletely 
absorbed by the time it reacheo the buck surface of the sample. 
If not, thin cr·yntala vould ;Jrt>duce · ' • ·•• · • • -. ·~1 • • ' -~ . . . · C ~ n C °!)! t ), J· I { t .'' ',1f,, '·· "1• .. • t, (-.'1 e !- '-' "' •,---- ·s.1' {'._., . •· l __ ,,,_ ... .. <If ,,.-t .... ~ ~ 
.- J. 7 . fl I 1 , i' ..- _:-,:- ,J., ., .. ~-f • • • r ~ r • ti " . . ' .. . ) !,,L. l ,l, • • L s. •• , • J . , 1, , L ... , ,I • 
I .) 
-~ ,, ): ,. ·,.., . .. ,. 
' . ., , • .· • I. ¥. ,, . • , I ' • ' • • • ~ • , • . . • "·1 
.\.. c. • • ·, / \ • '. , , .. '· ., , . , ,, , I ' - • . ' .. · • ' ,, .·/ 1, ' '··· ,, · 
.. ... ' .... ,r-_, '-. -l., ~ .. <f, ill'. ' - • 'I. t ·~ • ti!·, .... ~ ·- '4t 
{ .. lJt•.-.". J l-t t .n.·"--'t"""' f.' .. l]~~.·.,c··.-." .... J)t -.lo·'·'" ,, ... t''l,_ .. 1'-
.... .l . · t~ J,, V, ·• ,- ,, 11 , ~ • t.1 • · ~~ I .. i + i.,, V ,.,.. . 
ficient (38] in Oa.P. 'l'hin vould have produced lumineucenc@ tram 
i------
-, 
de_epe.r in. ·th.e c·rys-tal :and :he.lp.ed -offset.: any surfa.ce.' d,.egra.dat:to.n. 
:Sinc.e some -of :the s:amples were only -abo-µ·t .th:r.ee :m..ils thick lrowever, 
.only abo·ut 9.2% of t_he 11-g·ht wouid have. be.e.:q. ·apE>:orbed by ·t:h:e t_lll'.l.e 
the beam rea.ch-ed. the ·back s.urface. ··The: 4881 i beooi was ·99. •. 3%_. 
-abs·orbed after tr,aveling: ·only :2· :mils; so it was- selec-t-ed Q.n.. that 
b ... . . asJ.s .• 
. A tJi-ird. cons·_ideration wans: t.:ftat ·t:he -eff·ect of t_,he diffe.rent 
·r_-_ef __ le_ .. cti_·v.it_.·i-e_s o_<f the SiO-_- and Ga _O ·P- 0 coating··s :h·ad to be. ac.;.. 
· · - - -·2 -· - · 2 3 - 2- 5 - . - - - - - ·- -
counted for in order t.o make absolute measurements. Diffuse. :sur-
faces reflect less. of t.ne incident beam and couple out mor·e ·photo-
luminescence. Reflectivity measurements were made on the three 
surfaces in an attempt to predict their effect on the intensity 
of luminescence. Both the Si02-coated and uncoated samples pro-
duced specular reflectance with ve-ry little scattering. The Si02-
coated sample reflected 24% of the beam versus 30% for the uncoated 
sample. This suggested that an Si02-coated surface absorbed 9% 
more energy than the polished slirface did. rrherefore it should 
also couple out more of the internally generated luminescence and 
produce about 18% more luminescence than an uncoated sample with 
an identical quantwn efficiency. 
Tht: •·• • T 'II, t • t )! ! .,..,, 1 l1 • • "' "' -,, f ) ~-) 'i-M1.~ '•J, ,._, ~- -- i-~ .i, 1-,,_,. t 1r Lhc thic~k c;ri:)0.2 ·P':")Oc oxide produced a nearly . 
b J L ) 
diffunc rcflecttu,ce. l1io speet1,lt-1.r b(}Uin 'Pt"n:; evident nlthough the 
pover cient:;:ity of the scattered light W't1s highest on the specular 
a.xi 5. 
to the ~_P, • ~ 1·_ 1 _l_ ,, , .. .. . iw.~; l + 
.. _ 
ri t: t r.'~ ct or w nrJ JJ l ,1 c e d t:)fl the n pr_· cul tlr u .. x :1 n u. n c: lose 
• • • l . i . .. . ,, t t i . - . . -·· 1· 
•11.:., .H),J,i \)_.,4' ... -•<ii; .. .,(">'" L\- hi•i..."- ~;.,+••· -~ •.w.;,.>, . .<.1, 9 ,.(. ~~..1. :--, il·t 1·~-. ,-,.,..,....,-.,.-1 I-· ~ ·, 1 f' y-·)y-• ··.,_ ... y-• f!o· -·-)· 11'•_tJY' l!"!ilj l "'"'(• - 11~~ r.1ff,i·'l\toW·1: · ,, -
'!"-...... , ••••• ,.,, ... __ , .• 









:2.-. (Jal:ibra·ti on of· {~,uantum: E·f:f :i c i er1c_y 
.. A _part:Lcufar :poll-shed crys:tal was sele.cte·d. ·to be, u-se:d :a:s: ·a 
·Photolumin:escent- st.andard. .I·t was cal:tbr.ated ,aga±.n·s-t a :Ga-p· st:~urd.atd 
at -th·e B.el:l Telephone Laborat.ories in Murray ·H:i.11 •. ·This ·procedure 
c.onsist·ed of ·comparing the· relative red br:Lght-nesse-s of· the twcY 
;c,rystals ,a.t r·oom temperatur.e :a.s they:· llll1linesced .fr'oni 4881 :£ ex.c.i:t.~:~ 
··tion. Si·nc·e ·the crystals- :had· ·equivalent sm·f-ac-e fin·ish·es· ,· the· 
:inte·rnal quantum effi-ci:ertc.ies form the same. rati.o as the :relative 
brightness·es [23]. The internal red efficiency of the· Bell Tele-
phone Laboratory standard was determined by a method developed by 
Dishman, DiDomenico, and Caruso [23]. The new standard was found 
to have a 1.6% internal red quantum efficiency at room temperature 
relative to the 4.0% Bell Telephone Laboratory standard. 
The following procedure was then used to find the internal 
quantum efficiency of the standard at 77°K. The sample was 
mounted in the sample holder, loaded into the empty cryostat, and 
aligned in the- rnanner p1 .. eviousl:/ discussed. 'Irhe snectru.111 was re-;;;. 
corded and the cr~rostat was tl1en filled with liquid nitrogen. 
The sample had to be rea.ligned due to the contraction of the rod, 
and the spectru.rn wns recorded again. Becc1.t1se the 1neast1remt:-nts 
' . ' . ,.. 
U Cl, ·1 .. I • ~~'. t I ? l · • t " '' " ~ t ·1 '1 
" ~ '• .•. - ,. .... !.. .j,I, --· t-- ... .t it__.. ~ ~ ' .· ... ·1· ,,-_, ,..,.'!. 'l• fl .. ~- t • :. c.• ) ,.' r ,. ~ I ~ .- __ . ,_. .... __ ",.. l4 l..1 ·.,....< .... ,,. 
' ' ' .. 1 f ,,!J.·i•ff li•tfi'r•.Y" 
..... ·- ....... {.. '\-, .... - .. - .,. ... , .. , .. , 
vri ttcn to calculate the no1,nali ~:ed luminescent i ntenn i ti.t:n u.t 
Pr f"\·'_· . .:..tt., .. ~, ...... ~ hr.•\fl .'.t,~t~"'.·,·1'~'.,•,.• . .ri :.t1;'• , .•. '_ 1·. '·· thr_" l. ''· t ,nf,; .. !~,. '·, .11. , ... !',· ,nf),.!1· I·' ... 'l"Il:t_,,, .. , ... ;; 1 ,A_:~¥ u .. r.· 1 laft ~--"'rx"'" .... Jlt. .... ~ "-... -w-...-·.-.,-• ie- • .,,_~~*•YI'•·-._ ....... , .... 'l!i!,;... -. -: i•···. ~• irJ "~:,: -.-~'Of • ,, ... - ... _ 'II: •.•• .,., ·- ..,f• -.,.!".~- _.,._ ..... _ ·-- i-~·' ::,._..._...Iii,, ... "-Ji • - i. i~V ~ . 
·3·_.·.· ' .9. 
lapped at -room. temperature,: the·· followi.ng algorithm [2:3] was ·us·e.a. 
' . 
to find ·what frac.tion o.f :the total ... ef.ficiency was :from. the. r·ed .. 
,enri.ss:i.on ··band·,: 
where: 
.• O.l.3k· :P-. )_· 
. . .... / R 
1J R is the red. photolum:ine.scent efficiency, 
'1/IR is the infrared phot·oluminescent efficie.ncy,. 
PR 
• the relative intensity at 6950 j, lS 
PIR 
• the relativEt intensity at 9200 R .lS 
The relationship • manipulated to give: lS 
TJR .263 PR ( 5b) 
Rf ' - - 1.058 PRJ - TJR + '/IR - .236 (FIR + 
where Rf is the red fraction of the total quantum efficiency. 
Using the two peak intensities from the data file, a red fraction 
of .79 was culcul.uted. 
Quantwn efficiency is normally considered as the area under 
the curve of an intensity of luminescence versus energy plot. How-
ever tl1e monochromator correction factor used in calculating the 
w , 1 , r , •· 1 , • r 1 : r t t l "~ ~ ,,.. .. ',' ' .. ·_ ~ .. ,, .... _. "" • 'II-' • '.Ith i_ , • m r· 'J. n f.! ......... ) ....... •-, t.. - ..., 
-.,... .. , -,., ,. ... « " ' .. f .. ,,,, w ~ 4 ... - ·• ·: "I • !' .. • ~ .r -.. ,--~ • . fl - -~ • .-. ' ti . • . ,· ·• 
.. f ' . • ·,. • ' . • • L • ' _, 1 L I ''" J ,.l l, J " ( • I, 1t •• l J t. l (.) l 
.. 
emi ttt;:d vi. thin tL wuvcl~:ngth .interval ( 6 A ) camuion to {1.ll 
mea.uu1·emcntri. 'l'ht,~refore the intensity 1 tself repreoer1ta an area 
• 
ca'lclilated such t'hat: .. 
· 2.0 
K = l;I. 
l 
·wh·ere I i·s. th·e :fntertsi'·ty .'at .each pc>iht. i-n· the .. sp.e . ctrum •. E!MIEL •. F4 i 
.was modi.fied and executed for the liquid ·ni:trogt=p. ciata'.. This time 
the K value was multiplied by each respective· i·nt;e.:r;tpJ.,ty in the 
spectrum. Each intensity now had the uni ts of· -''percent quantum 
efficiency." The individual red and infrared components were 
s1nnmed to yield internal red and infrared quantum efficiencies of 
6.2 and 7.5% respectively. The most important point in the spectrum, 
however, was the quantum efficiency of the passband centered at 
6800 R. During subsequent runs, 6800 i was the calibration point 
and this quantwn efficiency was used as the scaling factor. The 
quantum efficiency of the sample (QE6800 ) was calculated as: 






nP is the stored value of the standard ( .51%), 
~std 
16Boo is the intensity of the swnple at 6800 R, 
I 




.c-· i:.s; ·t:he: :·appropriat:e. optic:a1.-.coupllng· cons-·t:ant:.· 
. ·' ;: . . 
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3 •. Apparatus 
:_Th:e a.ppa.r'atus· use.d for ·rneasuri·ng: ·t:he_ photoium·ines.qent· :sp~ctr.a 
:The 4881 1t lin·e- ,_of a Coherent Radia-
tion· .·Labor,~to;r;i_es Mod~l 52 atgon i.on. l11ser provi·ded .ab:o:ie--g:ap 
ex,:citati.on. The l~ser was -oper~ted in t-he: ·TEM __ 
0 
mode· t.o p· roduce 0 .. 
:.an "Uilfocused b..eam di.a.II);eter of 1. 6 rmn. Part of the beam· was split-
·o.ff by an adj.us:t·abie splitter S-l. The energy of t_.his .re·fle:ct:ed 
for laser fluc.·t:uat·ions. The splitter c·onsisted bf a thin quart-z 
_plate inclined. at the Brewster angle to the incident beam. The 
fraction of light reflected was adjustable from essentially none 
to about 25%. This was done by rotating the plate on the beam a.xis 
and thus changing the plate's angular relationship with the polariza-
tion vector of the beam. Apertures Al and A2 were used to limit 
the beam and prevent stray light from entering the splitter and 
being detected. 
The beam was reflected by mirror M3 and passed through the 
front windows of t1"1e Janis clewa.r at a 17 degree [tnglc ,.,i th respect 
to the optical axis of the monochromator. It struck the surface 
of the GaP crystal at the point of intersection with the optical 
a.xi n. As mn.ny lt!J seven c 1·ystnls, includi r1g the standard, 'Were 
mo·ur1:_f f' •. ; "l t1 •1_.,.l.1' 1;,i_ .,. •. 1· '.·•t1; ,•t t_) i_,~.--1.' ._····.·.· ,• 11L·_._, ••• ·_1_ !'!(' l,,_1·, .. ·.:r r,_!..', .. • • •__ :• .. •Hi\ __ ._·).1 ... ,J ,'l.?1·J·· . " .. "'·" ;, ;. 4 - .. 1·-~ ¥ . 'I,-. '• ... ..,, • · f., O_ ... It· • ) '1-.I , .... ,Ii! • c i '%.~": ..,_., 4j,--~ '-' ~) ~· •• , .l ..... 0'1-.J -•: t. " .. _... -< t_, _.,...,.. ~ , \ . ~ 
suspended in liqu,id nitroger1 by a 1·od and positioned by a precision 
A 
Var·ian Vac Ion put1ip :rrtaihtained a vacuUIIl :in. ·the jacket use.d t=o t·her·-: 
windows •. 
. apa,: fo·:cu..s.·ea. ·on th.e .entrance: slit:s of the: monp~hromator. .High-l)ass 
ter.ed laser li.:ght from the _signal. without ·producing a.ny' l_um,in~s·c:e~1ce: 
.of its own. Sharp-cut filter F2 (Corning CS3-69) was then us·ed to· 
further reduce all light with wavelengths less than 5000 j_ 
The monochromator was a Spex Model 1800 Czerny-Turner type. 
Slit widths of 2.5 mm and slit heights of 2 mm were used to give 
a bandwidth of 18 j at 11,000 ~- A slo-syn motor was used to 
increment the passband in 50 ~ increments from 6000 i to 11,000 i. 
An ITT FW118 photomultiplier tube (S-1 response) was used as the 
detector. Its sensitivity e;{tencled l)ast 11,000 R, but the tube 
had to be cooled to reduce the11r:ionic noise. A Products For 
Research the11noelectric cooler maintained the PMT at -30°c to 
permit lo'W' level emission measurements to be taken wi tl1 good 
resolution. The spectral response of tl1e entire spectrometer 
' '• . . . l ' . . . ' It. • l t as ,~'ti•tn'J· 11 ,,• l !ll' 11, 11 n, .. :"' ~ fi.t• ,, '11 ',.,~,t ~ ~....... ··•.... ' ' •·"°' ' , __ ·,, ... ,1,-1(""_:t U·.'" ,, : ~ ,!f_ ,.. . \..,- ii> 't ' 
uour·ce vhose 
spectrwn vuri knovn. 'l'h 1 n rcn pon11 c du tn vnn tabulated in a 
computt:r us1 <~d _in nor-mn.l i ;: i ng the data. 




Technology .DVM. Its BCD output data was forwarded to a. second 
input in the Hewlett Packard data coupler so that the laser in-
tensity data could be recorded concurrently with the photon data. 
- - ·,<.";_- ,._: --::; V-. • • c:=•~--c .. - - • -~- - -
.:".. ._.:.··- - - :-·; ..... ·-~- ,:.-; 
·4. · .. ·- . 
. ··5· .. 
followed to -insure repeat:abil·ity. ·special preparations were also 
' t·aken b.efore: ,a. :serie:s of 11teasurerr1ents were made-.-
The laser ·was: warme:a-~up f:or at· least an "11our -to- prevent 
pos.:itio_nal drift of th.e beam. It wa.s imperat-ive that· the central 
j;iortfon of the gaussian distributt·on of the beam remained centered. 
on the small apertures governing the samples. 
The optical cryostat also required a systematic preparation. 
First, the jacket was evacuated by a mechanical pump to about 10 
microns pressure. With the jacket valved-off, liquid nitrogen 
was added to the outer chamber to trap the residual gases and to 
insulate the inner chamber. The Vacion Pump was energized to reduce 
-5 
and maintain the jacket pressure below 10 torr. The inner 
chrunber \.ras then fi 11ed '\·Ti th liquid nitrogen. The samr)le retainer 
assembly 'flla.s rnounted on the stainless steel rod and inunersed in 
the liquid nitrogen fifteen minutes before a set of measurements 
was stn .. rted. 'fhis was done to allow the l~o inch-long stainless 
steel !4()j t . '~ . .. .. r • i J it t :i l ( ) r 1 t 1m -· ..• ._/4 + '... ... .· • ,II< ......... 
. 
tlf • . ' .i I .. ). 1' /I 'l ff' ·1' "• ·• .. . + 
. n ,,~~ op t 1 c n. • :; y n t e rn w rt u t z i c ? i t ti l, ,. .~ . :. t~ t, in the folloving manner. 
Both the bewn and the swnple were adjusted until tt..r1 image of the 
smnplr~ • n uper t tt.rt· ttppeo .. r(•d o\'c?" thr~ rnonochl"OOtH tor <·ntrnncc u 11 ts. 
- ,..- - ;.-•--- ·- - - ,.,. 
..,;-,'; .--. ..,-_'._..,.,. •• ~ P •• ,• .,._ ;·.•·,::-· . .',-,- -_.· C .·-,", - .-
46' 
·s.amp·l.e's·. Be:caus.e the· s·a.mple-hqlder- ~ss.e~bly was maintained .q:q.: th:e 
The· .case: =o.f ·tne 
.... ; -,, - . -· . ,.. . •,· .. 
, I 
coll=ec:.ti.on 1:ens Ll, w:ere ·acljtistced .until. an image of the aperture 
the case ·c·los:ed,. and ·the photomultiplier energ=ized.. Fine adjust~ 
ments were made to ma.ximi.ze t.he c.ount :at ·the· ,6.800 j monochromatitr 
setting. 
Normally, the alignment procedure was done using the standard 
crystal, since its emission characteristics were well known. Fol-
lowing alignment, the photoluminescent spectrum between 6000 ~ 
and 11,000 ~ was recorded for the standard and each of the samples 
mounted on the retainer assembly. 
A procedure of adjusting the laser for a count rate of about 
lOOkJiz at 6800 ~ was ado1)ted. A common level was used to e;iire 
both low and high efficiency samples identical signal to noise 
ratios. At high rates the possibility of· saturation existed. At 
very low rates the signal-to-noise ratio was deg.ro.ded. A level of 
Hovever, th1 n cc,nu t1.1.nt-1ev,e1 !)roe edw~e wu.n lu ter fouztd t(J complicate 
the ant1lysis a.fter the infrared band ( 9200 R) vas round to saturate 
at lowc?r lt~v,• ln thu.n rirl tl c i pu.tcd. 
., 
1; 
·sli,_g:h·t·ly: dis_p_lac·ec.;l :~a. ·fine: .. pos.J:ti_o·nf.ng :h~d ·to. l}e. -Jte.pe~t~d ,. J?.r·ior 
t·o. .~·9-,·~--h. run·'· . th.e .:cc;rµ:rxt·· r~at-e.· .at t58~o·o .Jt .an.:q. 1:.n_c·j_._q..~nt. iJ1t::ex:1J~:i·~y -~rer.e.· 
.~:e·:cor-cled ,orx ~- -d?;t.a.. ·~rlJ.¢·<=-15 • .'I'n.e. S:]~E=·qtrw.tL. w~·s_ -J;-:e.corded from ·6000 J( 
to 11.,0QQ j: 9n.. tp.e a.at.a -ac,qu:t.s.~·tion· _sys~.em., af·ter which t~($ 6.800· 
j p·oi11t w,-as .i;mmed:-$ate1:y- .-reche.ckexl ·ho insure that nothing .had 
standard was pos±ti·one.d in ·the .b.eam and adjust.ed. f'or max·imtim count-. 
The photon count and. laser intensity ·at thj~s pt>:fnt were r-ecorded 
on the data sheet and used as the c·alibrat·irig point for the spectrum. 




,t.i:onal red (.6800 R.) and ,.infrared (9·200 R) bands respectively, a 
·technique. had to be developed t·o $epa~ate· tllem i.n order to de.tepn:~ne 
thei_r· i.;ndiv:J.q.ua_l g_u~ntUill effi:c.ienc;i.:ef3. ·Since neit-her ·the conven-
- ,• ·- -· . .. . . . . ,· . . 
. . 
·t.fo·nal -red no:r inf.:rared ·b·and ·had ·a Gaµ_ss·i.ar;i. -enf=rgy dis-tril:Ju.tion, 
standard match:i.pg techniques coul·d not be ·us·ed. Als.o, sine~- the· 
infrared band di·d not seem to maintain· a: constant width to re1·at:ive 
;height relationship, shape-fi tt.ing te,chniques could not be used. 
Two algorithms were developed where the peak heights of the :red 
and infrared bands were related. to the integrated quantum.effi-
• • c1enc1es. 
The photoluminescent spectra of several samples that had 
0 been annealed at 900 C were recorded using high laser intensities 
18 2 ( ~ 10 photons/ cm sec). These conditions were found to produce 
the least amount of spreading of the red band, indicating that 
essentially all of the integrated red quantum efficiency was 
represented by normal Zn-0 photollllllinescence. The fraction of the 
red photo1urninescence recorded wl1ich fell in the rnor1ochrornr1tor 
inten;; i ty ( 1 (iir"(' ) by the integru.teci intensity of the red band 
,)() tJ ,,_} 
( LI Red). '!'he !;rune technique vas applied to the infrared ( 0) band. 
Onct~ ti1ene relo.t:lonnhiJ)!J were knmrn, thc1 11ef ficiencJt!n" of the 
68oc1 
l' ,, 
t l r 1 . • ".·.) •.· 1 r1 f } ,,; rn, t ' • I •• t ~ !" , • ·• 1, ( • y i f ' . '. ".. J.i , l 1 ; i j I t. • ' l •• t • j 1·· f 
~4,-....,,.,._ .... ,• .. ) ... l, ....... Y, P., .. M ... )·~• . .,.,, •. v--.- .... '\~~·.,\. _.il,"11, ,.,,, ~ .... ~ ,,_ t~ ! ,? .. t•1_ 1 J1 i' t f hp f YJf ,.C:.."?"'··t .. Ji'.ld· • ,W. . . i,. - · . . . ·~.... ' ~ " .tlf: , : ,.4' 4 -fit ~"' - · 'l I ·-·· ':-Jt ~ 





~Red= 12 · 3 x q68oo i 
1J IR = 25 . O x 1/9200 ll 
·:r,.n. order to resolve tl.1~ ·quantum effJ.ct~-~Gi~~ of the :;red :and 
cti·sti.ngn1::Lsl1~b'l~.. r·f' toq II1u¢.h; :overlftp :crf! the :new lp~r}cl$ ex:i/ste-d 
·, ~ -. 
. &t .. t.he·s<= wavelengths, err·or_s were introduc·eg~. By s_ubtrac:t-:t.ng fr.om 
.t·he ·overall spectrum the efficiencies of the red and infrared bands 
-as calculated by the algorithms, the quantum efficiencies of' each 
new band could be determined. 
,.6.. Norm:alization. of J,and ~tntens±ties W;i-t.It ·.Ji.e.spe.o-t ·t_,o, 
Nonline·ar .Respons·e t:o. Excitation 
. . . . I 
-its no_nlinear response with incident :las·e:r i,nt,~ns.ity ;haq, tp be 
- 1 Cs ____ _ 
:co_ns·idered.~ JJu.ring the ccrur·s·e o_f· the -annealing study,: the obs:e_:rv:a.-
:G:rystal wer·e: ·v:aryirtg: ·from r-un to: run-. Only th~ ·sat.urat;io.n ·of the . 
. :r·ed band ha.cl been previ.ous.ly consi:dered in. determ:in:i_ng t·he i~s-er 
:L_eyel used. 
Subsequent measurements indicated that each band .responded 
individually to changes of excitation intensity. This meant that 
the quantum efficiency of each band present in a sample had to be 
normalized for a common excitation intensity during the annealing 
study in order to accurately monitor its progress. 
The spectrum of the standard crystal recorded during each 
emission run provided tl1e means of doing this. . Its R/IR ratio 
was used along with a calibrated plot (see Fig. 9) of its response 
characteristics (R/IR VS. EXCITATION INTENSITY) to determine the 
incident intensity which had been used. Since the intensity of any 
run could l)e dt~te11nined relative 
to tl1ut () f the· o f t ht~ du. L n : : h ,~ c L , i t s 
absolute value could also be dete1·mined. An analvGis of the data .. 
shovt!d thnt the largest chn.nge in excitation inter1sity experienced 
V o tt l f. ·. ~ · .. Q..-::-" . . ... ~ .. ~ :; l r1c r· t hr· 1 u:1 er vovt•r . . 
ad,J u rt t (. ci ,r·) n p: i v (c• n J. Uln 1 n, ~ z: IC. c ?H • i • u t t h ( · L ftu O ,.., : ; r t t i ng ., 
- ,_--,---- ... _~- .. - __ . __ ,_--__ :·,-,.:--:--.:::;.·'-::.".3 ... "' 
:1..:.-..• ·::,. 
- .. · .. :·_,.,, 
:wi:th annealing .also -ex:.perien·ce_d tne· .widest- range o.f excit·ation: 
times inc.retlse of· :intensity 1.1sed in d·eternti.ning the band's .non-
·11r1ear :resl?onse ·c.haracteristics. Never·theless som·e bands prbduce:d 
rapi-d ¢hang·es in ,cert.a.in intena:ity _ranges :st> a norm.alizat:iori tech.; 
T-Jte nonlinear respo-nse char:aoteristics- of sever:al smnples 
anne:aled to equilibrium, with photoluminescent spectra. representative: 
o,f all the samples in that run, were measured. Several of these 
characteristics a.re shown in Figures 22 through 24. These char-
acteristics provided a means of adjusting the efficiencies of bands 
in samples whose equilibrium temperatures were known. Samples 
measured prior to the first annealing cycle had 900°c equilibrium 
structures. The amount of time required for the R/IR ratios to 
stabilize at each annealing temperature was determined. Measure-
ments taker1 after this time could be corrected using the response 
characteristic particu.lar to that temperature. rlowever for measure-
ments at intervals in the annealing run where changes were still 
taking place, an "effectiveu equilibritun temperature had to be 
d 1 . . . . . ~ . -. 1~1,11 - 'f } , • ,. ~ r · - i,. I 1 e .. L ... 1. 1 •• ' ,l rr !l .l L, ... . ., ' *' . . ..• . l\ . d r1(•:_:c~r1t1c·tl ~~tlt} nn1r1r1.;.:~ c~c)n•·ll i. .. 1 •1!1!; ~ . .c1:tf, tLJ)tJc:ure 
... . .. .,. 
t ·t· ~ · t ·t· ·t· _• "i • ! · l \ · .• l r · • ·t· f -~ ... ' a _ ,1 l L , 1 rh l 1 n -. , 1 t. _ . { t l.· . c c • A""'" fl ··• 1 ·\1-·• -. _,,., .. ,,-1·ciY 1·,y,ut·1: ()Il ~ """ l..,. '- I_J (,, '··" l) l} . -·" ,. ... ,i • U, ,, . - - - .- ) the fol-
lo,ring technique vns used. A sample which hnd received relatively 
conntunt t,xe'itntlon tntt:nu:lty t!11"ot1.ghot1t the r1nn«::u .. l:inR ntudy vas 
·-
_·. ·- .. - ::- .~ · __ ,:- -=.:. -·. . 
"j 
·_~--:··.,_ j.;c·~~':,-- .. ·,:.··:_·,---~: ·_-.··,.-·r.- -~--_;;,,.~-·, :·:-=·-·.-·.--=-'.·:"~-.:--:c·:.-·-... . - - -·-·:·---- ;;_:-:·.:-· 
... 
t:h·e -~at·¢: that .:p~·ir.ing. ·waJ3 :pro.c:e-ed.f.J1g·:-~ If: ·the: or·:d±nate, ·is_. linear:ly 
re·s:c~l~q ·to: 900°·c- fo.* t:h<=. Il/IlJ ya.11.1.e- :~t t := .. QC-._,. and. t·o ~·h~ equii±b:r·iu:m. 
; . . . . : 
:at the time in .. question .• 
t·he anneal:tng: run. As g.iscu·sse,d._ -previou:siy ,_ i-f ·only· s:rila11. devi·a..;. 
tions from t.he average -existed, no c:orrection was made. For lar:ger 
deviations the quantum efficiencies of each respective band was 
recalculated, using the measured value and the standard response 
characteristics for that temperature. By determining the effi-
ciencies of the corresponding band of the temperature standard at 
both the average and measured excitation intensities, a ratio is 
formed which is used with the measured efficiency to determine the 
actual efficiency of that band. This procedure is repeated for 
eacl1 band occli.l'ring in the spectrwn. As stated ef:lr Ji er, if the 
nonlir1ear cht1racteristics of the bands had been known initially, 
procedures cou.ld have been taken in the measurement technique to 







t·.he.rmal histories :and ·photolum:t-nescetrt. spe·ctr·a· we.re· studied. to· 
g:ain :insight into· the s.ource of 'the new .spectr-a observed. and ·to 
:allow normalizat·i.oti of t'.he amiealirtg· .re.su.lts as prevfo.usly di·scuss:e.d. •. 
depended on the qµantum efficiency of the sample J1nd the ·limitations 
of the photon counting system and laser. The system was limited 
at the high end by the reduced power of a degrading laser tube and 
at the low end by the background noise of the system. Therefore, 
intensities were selected to make maximtm1 use of this range. 
Prior to recording each spectrum, the power incident to the 
optical dewar and the power reflected by the splitter were recorded. 
This ratio was used along with the reflected power monitored at 
the splitter during each run to calculate the power incident on 
the dewar. 1rhis ratio had to be checked at each intensity set-
ting because of the influence of subsequent polarization changes 
on the splitting ratio. 
In orG'-·! 4 to ,,Jc~tc~i·rnine the actual incidence rate on the samples, 
severu1 t)ther ,.·,qc .. ·t··(J· . .,~,~ ~)C}f. ___ ·,· ·+·o· b··.·~ c<J·r1····1"·1·.-~, .... -_.,·1· .J.-1 .... ,. _ . _ ·-. 11; •- j ,i. • !l,..,i6, 4 V "- • -..,) "*-' ~1,__ I\,,-, Mr 11~ ~ • 'I'o <let c: rzn i r1 t~ the 
losses t~rom reflections of the bewn by tl1e windows of the optical 
devar, n. tl :lmr,l f~ t r.nnnmi no ion mt':!O.SUrtm1ent vt1!J tt:Lkcn vi thout the 
.I 
-•-i . ·J 
~ ·~'. 
. F 
1..tq11i.ct ni"t·.rP:~ep wa·s-. t·he':r:r ·cal·e:ulated. using ·:a .-sfirip·ie s.fngle-re.fle,.c.--
.i.ncid.ent .on. th:e :GaP,, a ·transm.issi.<in :m:easur··em.ent- :was- :mad.e on. ·t:h.e: 
:ii:ig the crystal which was a.ctu·ally absorbed. 
At successive.ly lower: excitation levels, the sensitivity: of'· 
the power meter was ihcr'e:ased to retain the resolution of the 
incidence data. At t.he lowest count rates taken ( about 300 Hz), 
the measurement was averaged over ten second intervals to improve 
the signal to noise ratio. 
To calibrate the absolute efficiencies of all the spectra 
taken during a run, the 6800 ~ reading of the standard crystal 
was taken. The laser intensity was adjusted to produce a count 
rate of about lOOkHz for the 6800 ~ passband. Again the splitting 
ratio was calculated and the spectrum was recorded. Since both 
the photon cou.ntir1g system and the optical power meter had excel-
over the ent:i re rtine:c u:;cd, all 







III. Results and Discussion 
....... ,. 
A. Preferential Oxidation 
-
A strong preferential oxidat.ion of- o;n.e f~o~ of ea·cn GaP· pl~rte·-
. . 
_let was observe<i during- the gr·owth of the :Ga2o3 ·P 2o5 native oxide 
f . ··,.-....... :_ :1.LlllS • 
Schwartz et: al [39J had. ··o:bs~rve-cl. a "mi;l_de.r· ·e-ffect .in :GMs. Ile 
-~·· .. 
predicted a p+::·eferential oxiq,at·ion prqce-ss: for Ga.P-:, howev~r-, i.n: 
terms of a model incorpor·ating the structures of the respective 
A(Ga) and B(P) faces and mixed ionic-covalent bonding [40]. This 
model predicts the B face will be oxidized preferentially with 
respect to the A face. Subsequent identification-etching of these 
samples in chlorine-saturated methanol, however, revealed the 
heavily oxidized surface to be the A face, in direct conflict with 
the proposed model. At this time, the discrepancy is not under-
stood. 
One of the possible reasons the high oxidation rate had not 
been previously observed in the work at the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories is that etcr1ing is normally used to remove a thin layer of 
damaged ~;t1.rface after polishing. Considerable surface drunage 'W'as 
L " . ., • • * -, i • .!. ~ . ._ • - - ~ 'J • C O'r''r' i'"J ~ 1: ! ·r t r1-•·.,·r1"l'·' ., •. , '. .'~"'""l n;.1' r· r,11• (11 !U1J(")J]1.'- <.1•·-.·~1·1 'r)•_t' p-r~i)(_';••'. C' 
~· u_. .... t, ....... _. __ .,...,.,_... ... ~ .,,. •..,·,_ ... ,_ lJ .. ..- ·""'"''[9.J / ..... ~.-· ~· , .. ·~- ...................... 1. .. ~ !····r.* .. -"'- l __ ····.4·-··-·· The 
}1ighl:," :;trnincd lntticc ncu.r- the surface rnight huvc-- the additional 
driving energy needed to accelerate the oxidation process and pro-
duc A,·_ ti ]··v·--_'4--J"" ~r-f~\''liJl·V ·"Af-_f<t·lttt1rntio·n· ~- H• , () t . t, l ., i. r-, ;,r (, '-·' l,. ,. ~y _. "- _ ,J, •. _. •. • 
.\ 
pol:i"shed Ga.As surfae .. es:. 'Tihey c:~n- a_Is:o be:: :explained by the same 
t;he oxi.datioh re·.act.ic)n. tq proc:eed vig<>rous·ly. Tne oxidized regions 
help contras.t the scrat:c£hes. with respect to the- rest of th·e .re.fle_c--
·A -tno·:del :stmi.lar· t.:o Sc·hwart.·z 's ·co-qld ctls··o ·-~be- impl_em·e:riteci to 
;¢X.:-pla:Ln th-is· phenomenon. Scratches in the sl_.ig-~tly :oxiq.i-zed ·su.r-
'.face could allow the oxidizing species to attack the GaP lattice 
preferentially in directio·ns of reduced resistance to oxidation. 
Since the two surfaces are evidence of an anisotropic effect, 
rapid oxidation in these scratches would be consistent with the 
model. 
The oxidized surfaces also displayed an interesting behavior 
in the amount of photoluminescence they produced. On the average, 
the heavily oxidized surfaces of the Ga2o3·P2o5 coated samples 
ini tia11y p:rodt1cecl about four times as n1uch photolwninescence as 
the uncoated samples. The reflectivity measurement, however, 
confirmed that these samples should produce no more than 1.9 times 
as rnucii • 0 '1 • 1 t "· f I. . t 'T1~ 'l 71 • ' ' ' ' • z·'l '• i".l O C t) .. l lJ " , . .J ••. J. ••• -•. - • L ., l, C C,..... u ,::> 
. 
t 11 ".'.'• u r1 r. O' ! . • . ·''• c-1· , .. 'U!l P' 1 r:. (~· L t: .. '- d. l, L . ,,,, (e • • . .,_ .., • E\ren if the 
h. l:l t:·l't/ 1 .•.. !. i,r ,.J .. Y .l· :·1· ·1· • ., ,·•<"l' ·•·Ur t' ;L, .... ,.. 1° •.• Ur" ,·.· ·t11n,. •'' ' o······ i1 r1 .. r • ()~ ., .. ('• f' ·1 , •""' ·i -~ r i t ~.r \,,. \; • 1·• .... , •, •, ••• ,,, ·,, •• > -" ... '\c. ..... .... ..J ..... , ...) •• ,., ·-~- ,., . .. . t. ... t, ,,. l~ ... . .. ,.. J .. . \ .. , i .. , • . •.• '-' J' .,. I • • 'I, \ 'rl ll l C '1 
is virtua,lly impossible), the !Jhotoluminescence vould ::till be 
only tvlcr: u.n 1nt1ch u.s that produced by tl specular i:;urfo.ce. 
Su.ul [ l,_l J obnervt.:d thi1t d1 f ft;,·l"er1t wnounts of light cou.ld be 
wh:ile aqua regi.a :produced a ·r-eflective· surf.a.ce. Although. less t:otal 
rie.d light was emi.tted fr.om. the d.i·ffus.e s"iirf ace tha{l from the re-
t1e.ctiv:e sur-f.ace·, ·t,h.e intensity· at a point perpendicular :t-c)· the. 
effect ca.used ··by the diffuse surface •. 
An expe.riment was performed ·to determine the ·photoluminescent 
characteristics of the· two respective oxide surfaoc~es of ·a. crystal 
compared to those of its etched surface. Although the: two oxidized 
surfaces were quite different in appearance, the diffuse surface 
only held a 22% advantage in photoluminescent intensity over the 
reflective oxide surface. The relative shapes of the spectra 
- ) 
were essentially identical. After etching away the oxides in aqua 
regia, however, the former diffuse face only had 19% of its former 
photol11n1i.nescer1t intensity. This confirn1ed that the heavily 
oxidized su.rface 1-ras producing more than four times the photo-
luminescence of the uncoated surface. The spectra was still 
identica..l in sl1ape, however, reducing the possibility that part 
of the I ' .. • • ' '1'1 rJ·. i C) I l I f~i- 1 r1. ·_· '. /'. ,-~ r1 ,~, ..... "' ·'> ls -- ,.,, .,,.,4..,. •• _ _.., ;.. !.., "t,J ~-- \- • l, ,. other 
oxide ( ;:·:. 2) :.dHJt1ld promote coupling frcJn1 tl1e Gu.P, s :in11)1e calcula-
tionn nhovcd the effect to be infinit<:~:;i.mal for the film thlckness. 
r_•<rt>· !_u; ti_r·•I 
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-~. Excitation Spectra 
The first attempts at ·obtairti:ng e~ci-tat.:LP:n. -~lpeetra wer~ 
.made -u·sing __ polished .cr.ys.tal's·, but- pr·ac:tica1·1y no :1timinesde:nc.e of· 
were t.ried and _found. to prodii(fe. mor·e luminesce:nce •. This increase. 
w&·s: a.ttributed to t'.he ·ra·ct t·hat •a. dif·fuse ·surface increases bot·h 
the amount of i·n.c.itiE:?:rtt light absorbed an.d the amount of lumihes-
·cence -coup'led out. .Although these di_f."fuse surfaces produced more 
scattering of the incident beam into the detector, the advanta.srs 
·of the brighter luminescence far outweighed the disadvantage . 
.. 
The red and infrared excitation spectra are shown in Figures 
9 and 10 respectively. Each is normalized at its maximum intensity 
to show the respective amounts of red and infrared photolumines-
cence produced versus the energy of the excitation. A sharp 
decrease in red luminescence was evident below 2.26 eV indicating 
the effect of the conduction band edge [29]. The shoulder at 
about 2.1 eV indicated the presence of the Zn-0 absorption band 
[ 9, 29] . 
The infrared (0) excitation spectrum displayed a long high 
energy tail which decreased rapidly near the band edge. The broad 
peak ut 1. 8 eV hnn beer1 anr1ocio.ted \.ti th the UJ1pu.ired subs ti tutiona.l 
' . 
,, tm·," ,,,~•:.c{"''1.ct• ;1i_. ~ .. i,; ,i .., '!' ,• 't .t "'-" ,··-: .. ti,. :4 ;-. :·o.11,~d <Jff <c:r>ntJnUt)Uz;ly. 
... 
Both tt1~uc reuponses a.re in good ugrct.1nent in every detail 
• 
.' 1.' 
·with previ.:<:rus -~measuretne.n-ts f·9 :.; ;-~~lJ .. Dismna.n -~ncl D_i"Domeni:c.o: I 49] 
_l?.r·ovided ar1 _. excellent c:on11)r,eh.ens.f-ve explana.ttion· ·o:f tJ1E;3se .·l)ra·G:e·ssf=~· ~ 
. S'o no f_urther desc,ripti.on. of th·e ·.me.-chanisms- will pg _:pre·~~-nted. in 
the pr.e}rent .s?hudy 4' 
.~-. 
~ 
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C. Effects of Annealing 
1. Observation of New Photolum:ines.cent. Band's· 
·. . v/S/i 
... -~ 
:; 
e.~~·ec·t:-~d.. ·o:n'e of' the:se two·:, &. Si02-coated- $,$;D.ple~: pr·o·duGed. a. broacl 
s·tr~ctureci taii on th·e. low energy side of t:he r~d oand with d_efin_ite 
·The red band-s of t.be other annealed samples were· also seen to bE? 
broadening cons-iderably on the low energy side, as shown in Fig. 1_·3 ,. 
although no features were yet evident. 
After an hour of annealing, another new band had appeared in 
the far-infrared near 1.05 microns. This band, as shown in Fig. 14, 
began to dominate the infrared spectrum as the other band(s) had 
in the red. 
Several tests were performed to try to identify the source 
of these unexpected bands. The spectra of the photoluminescent 
standard was scrutinized but the new bands could not be detected 
( see Fig. 15). To ve:r-ify that: un uxi.dc or cont.:unint1nL 1..1:.:.~:.; not 
producing the lumine!)c cnce, ti1e s1Jcc truzn wtis scunned for the 
laser berun striking tr1e empty aperture and holder. Checks were 
also made on the Si0.-1 -coated ct·yntnl outside the spectrum of 
t~ 
1-.. 1.. t " .. ,. .- -. ., --.:· ·. (~-
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.. 
·.s:t_··_ruc_ tu-r_e_· __ .in. ·. the :er.· ·star· and. th·erefore--,· .annealin __ g··· .. ·was· con·t·i.nued 
.. . . ' .. y.. . . ,, . ' 
with- additional .me·asur·ement_s t'ake:n ,at :2 .. 2, ·4; 8 ,. 12 ,. and 15 hours. 
'rh·e :r.tew red p~d struc-ture was evident in varyi·ng degrees in a·ll 
of the. 500°c samples ex·Gept the u..n·coa'.te.d.. ones:.. ·This band t·en·de:d 
to :grow- v~cy :rapidly and.: the-n: t.o_: gr:~du_all.y fa.de· ·wit:h annea:l:i~g· as 
grew more slowly than the :red and finally appeared to have estab-· 
lished an equilibrium level. Samples which produced these new 
bands to a greater extend did so at the expense of both their red 
and infrared quantum efficiencies. 
During annealing at 4oo0 c, these new bands quickly became evi-
dent in the new samples and again displayed continuous growth 
characteristics. The far-red band grew more quickly than the far-
infrared band, and the bands were most prominent in samples whose 
quant ur:1 c: f f:i c i enc i es had sht1rpl.y fallen. /1gai n, one [~ iO 2-coated 
swnple produced the new spectra. E1t the expense of red and infrared 
quantwn efficiency, and one Si02-coated sample did not. The un-
coated srunoles still did not seem to be effected as n1uch as the 
*' 
coc1ted At 
i . . j • • ,,· 1· I_-_.i· ·1·1, !I 'i.· "1,,,. t h .. • ·n, •t p '\.c • -, .. . - ,-4 •--- I ...,., '--"" ,J J. !Ii '\-~ * t, ._. •... Pf 
.. .. 
,··11 .• ,.,-,, .. tL i 1 , . ., t.:~ '\.,c> 14.,! ·• "'-
• 
u rlr·r l .. ! .. ( · J f!. t. j V t• J y nhort 
Aftt~I" u.nncaling fox .. 113 houru, howc~ver, the new 
Struc··tu""e11 ver··t~ d~"'ov'•·,, .o··- tir··uot1~ly '11 l_1·.ott1- t1r1·e_.o_<_,.tt.~t.··1 nr_._'i-r_·p·.le-.tt. . . --* _ ~. .. _ . _. rF' _ 1 • ?-8 c -- n _ 1 . - "- ,.,, . _ 1 . , _ .. u. _ _ _ .w.u . _ . ..., 
·oands. At :first :i·t wa~.- ,suspeqted tnat t.h.ey .. ~ight :be J,roduced; by 
s·:om.e s1.1rf.ace r-eaction product formed :at th:e oxide~Ga.P int(=rface, 
we_r.e· :stri:pped ·of their oxides. Th,.e= ·sampl·~s coate:d wj_ th Si·o2 w~r~ 
.first etche~ in :HF ~d then ·et.¢hed= along with t·he. Ga2o3 ·P2o5-
coat:-e-d aarnples in h.ot a.qµ~- regi.a to remove th:e ·s.:u.rJ'~ce~:affe·cted 
_rnaterial and produc:.e uni.form reflective surfa_ces [41] -. Finally, 
·~t.hickness measurem.ents were taken to insure that at least a mil 
=Of material had been removed from each surface. The spectra were 
remeasured and in all cases were found to be unchanged in shape, 
although the absolute quantum efficiencies had decreased due to 
the higher reflectivity of the etched surface. 
This finding suggested the surface film did not have any in-
fluence on this effect, since the bulk diffusivities of all the 
elements contained in the films were extremely small at these 
temperatures. Therefore, a mass spectrogr·apl1ic analysis was 
perfor·rned on both a Si02-couted S!JJnp.lc· tr:at prodticed new spectra 
and one that did not. 'l'he results or that unu1ysis are showr1 in 
Table 1. Slight differences of carbon and nitrogen vere seen but 
no gross difff~rencr:s vc .. rc evident. (:'.1· n·c· JO"'.'io bot-t1 rot1"1nl -,~ '1ad ( .. ,1·0 ~ . '\;';· .. ' ' ;,_:;> Yiiil .. ~ ' l! .;.,') ' . d . ' ") 
c,; 
q'f~q l , .••• f,,i 
....... ,.., , - .... , .... -c ' j,, • 'I'i1e 
prior to the Wlulysis. 
of· contaminant. in the f'.urnace. A new, f~eshly-clea.ne·d q11art,z_ tµbe 
and. s=-ample hoider were ·used_. Two new ·s~ples, one un_co~ted and· 
'Orte- .coat,e.d w:i.th Si-0_2 , wer·e :cJ...eaned with. ~x.treme .c.a:r.e in_ .a·c·etone 
and ,t:hen: ·me.thano.1 :_and anne·aled :con_tinuous-ly f:or 28 -hours. at 400°-c. 
The uncoated sample devel,oped bot:n nf=w lJano.$ to· ·li J.ctrg-e ·d.~gree. 
·while the S.io_2-coated sample produced only a small_ amount of sprea<i-· 
ing on the l_ow energy red tail. This result indicated that the 
bands were not caused by contaminants introduced by the furnace 
tube. It also supported the premise that the nature of the coat-
ing was not related to the new bands. 
Still another experiment was performed to try to isolate the 
source of the bands. Most GaP annealing work reported in the lit-
erature is done in a vaculllll. Four samples w11ich did not display 
0 
the ne,.r s1)ectra were annealed at hoo C for ~?6 hours. Two were 
annealed in an evacuated ampoule, and two in flowing argon. All 
four of the samples displayed tl1e new spectra in varying amounts. 
This experiment suggested tl1at if ft contruninant 'W'ere involved, it 
was ' . ' . . . t'-: (,-;._ '11 ' ··',: -.,, ... --· ... :-,~'.°!',.--'II-._-:··· "i ·1. ·.-' ( - ,- 4 n u c t .. ~ , ... ~ , ) -... d. __ _ .. ... r .. .1 ,,_ 
Ct II ( L 1 1 r ·1 ; .. t t 1· -: ~ 1- · 1" 
'- ...... ., -....... 'j, __ .., ~·, -·-- ""'-r_., 
new btLn(i!; hn.d not bet:u observed in this study for 
samples n.nJ1cn.lcd above 500°c, an experiment vns performed to see 
1 f th(~ b iind u r (~ r1 r r~ u en t c·d u c t1m u l ft t i \rt-: r· ff{"<-'' t or 011 (~q u l l :I b r i tun 
·. u 





;p~90:e'f.:>f?, then t.hey '.sh:ould· ·d.fsappea.r·... Three. s.ampi·e~ ·wt tll. :P:r.omin_ent· 
·new ·b·an_ds w __ er __ ·e $elected.. Th· · · · t ·· · · f ··.· of th· · · 1 · ·· 
· . e ·s_pec·. ·rum o··. one : : .· .. e .s-~p _es -is 
:s:P·own in __ Fig. 20.. Afte:r· at1 _an:neal at 6o:o.°C f·or five. :hours-,. th~ 
new: spect·ra d."i.p.al)pe~red, as d.eJ'Aonstr·q;t-eci in Fig. 21, suggesting_ 
that t·h·e.i•r structures-: wer:e·: uns.table at 6Q0.°C>-. The ·red to infrared 
. . .-. . ' ;·· .. 
rati6 ..s ·.of two of: the .s·a.mples •a:ecreased as ·prefiicte·d ·by Wiley's 
pa"iring model [ 25] . The other sample , however , showed an increas.e 
in this ratio in conflict with the model. It also produced a 
larger increase in red quantum efficiency than in the others. 
This also suggested the structures of the new spectra were related 
to those of the zinc-oxygen and oxygen bands since the absence of 
one set of peaks is correlated with the presence of the other set 
of peaks. 
The overall increase in red quantum efficiency from 900°c 
equili1Jr:Ltu:: JnL:ir:ing to Goo0c t:::qtLiJ.jLr:itur! 1n1iring sec·n1eci to be 
,.,.-') 
enhtu1c (:d ·by reac bing l~oo l-,, C equi 1 i hr :i tun us an i nte1·znt}di a. te process. 
However in repeating the 4oo0 c and 6oo0 c portion of the cycle with 
cr·ystals from n. different bt1tch vith ensentia1ly the same doping, 
0 th J 0.. ' " . ' . . . . e. ! __ · ,, '1_ • ~ • fl f !• 1: f • ,- : ~ q '( j" ,r) I • t I <, ~ r • . _. ! 1' \.j ._ ·,: ___ i ... --~-9- .. ··- .. 11' ,.__,.. i_..., 1.- ~ -•. (_:a,o. _... ··--· ~• 
~ . 
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·o I:n J3. r·ec-e.pt· ann~alipg study at 400 .c· [ 20] ,. :r10 eviden:ce of 1• 
·['h·· .. I~:.S .. 
.. . . .. ' 
. . 
·$ .. ~plef:3 ' :Photolumines.c·ent s.pec.tra ·, ·-t~·e_n ·u.nd~r th·e exci:t.ation 
ccC:>nctit_:ions used .in. th·e present study, revealed ·both. n-ew· bands: ·to 
.be. ·present ·as ::shown in Fig. 22. By i.nc.r·easing the ·lEi's:er power by· 
.an order of magri'itude however, ·to about 7xl01 7 pho.t:"drr's:/ cm2:--s ec ,. 
·the far infrared band was signific:antly lower than before and. t:he 
bump on the side of the red. band had receded (see Fig. 23). Since 
--
only excitation levels above 1x1019 photons/cm2-sec were used in 
the former study, it was evident why the spectra had not been 
observed. 
Bands lying in the far-red portion of the GaP emission spec-
trum have been attributed to a wide variety of mechanisms. Jayson 
and Bachrach [42] recently observed features on the low energy 
tail of the red band between 4 and 70°K. at low excitation in-
tensit:ie~; they resolved three IJeuks \.rhich 
1.76, 1.71 and 1.66 eV (701'0, 7250 and 71((0 R respecti 1.re1y) 
thJ·oughout this entire temperature range and disappeared above 
10°r(. 'rhi n i nVllr io.nc e with temperatw"e led them to cone lude 
; 1 r , r : . i ,· · l' r 1 , 1 • , • Y i ' ) ? n , • , · / ·, / • i t I f , , .· 1· 4 •' \. ,t!f, ~ ~ ...... ~ ., Pf ·.·• • · .... - ... t._..,.. 'i_~j, t,:Ck ...... '11-l \ __ < \~, _ ... J._ -D L.J t.. ' - ' 1 ,, \. rL 'rld ... l)._ • • 
'l'ilt:':l ( ) }.) n •• r V { •. ri f ~'l u t. t \.\ 6. . ;, 'l { . r· L;. "'r 1· ., l 1l· ,,.· r 'H 'L ·1 t! .-~l !t ._.J! ~. • • ,_., ,.._,. ~ i t.._,. ,! · ... ' ' 't..,._, 1'.._..,a" ,-.. - f ;~.J , .... JI' . !" .... -... .... • (... ~ "'..,_..t-
similar to the aide band energy interval of u longi tudir1-a.l optical 
' .. ,.,,., . 
•'., 
o;,:.:.....- .. ~ 
l 
· 66 
(.LO) ·phonon as cfi.scus:s.e·d by DE=arr '[4.3J . .Si:n:ce t.h~Y, q.id .:r1ot: m~~sµpe 
·the ph:o.to]:umineseent :,sJ>eqtr-a bel:ow 1.. 57 ·eV (7900 .R..J. , .. no .check was 
H.olonyak et al [44.J suggest:ed ·t.h~t th~ ·fa;r-r.~d lines s·een ·by 
.. ~tith (z·n-.0)-complex recomb:inatio:n ,tr·ansit·iohEr. The ·_phot·o1umi.-ne·s~ 
:c:enc.e -:~_pectra observ:ed' ·at· 77°K by Holonyak et al;_ consisted of :a_ 
. . 
·periodic series of emission bands superimposed on the entire red 
(Zn-0) emission band at intervals determined by the thickness of 
the GaP platelet. As the excitation intensity was increased, the 
bands became sharper. They interpreted their data as stimulated 
excitonic emission in (Zn,O,N)-doped GaP. The nitrogen was intro-
duced to provide isoelectronic traps necessary to capture and 
supply electron-hole pairs needed by the Zn-0 centers for stimu-
lated emission. 
Their crystals were solution-grown from 0.07 mole% Zn and 
. 02 mole % Ga'")O., at 1000-1100°C and slo,.;-coo1ed !'"'or several l1ours 
'- ~> 
to produce concentrations of Zn-0 complexes estimated to be about 
17 -·:.; 10 cm-. They claimed, however, that nitrogen concentrations of 
about 
senc,· 
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t.:r:a,p'. 'I'hey fai l~q. to :G-Q-D:S id.e:r- :tr1.o:r-.e import·a:rJt :e,ff~-ct s: sudh a.Ef 
·::relative c~pture ·c;rQss -$ection_f:>., z·n-0 pairing,. non-radiative: 
t:r-an..s·it·ions, relative saturation levels_, etc .. 
-arid 1. 648 eV in the ele·ctr·olumine.s.cent s_pectra of BP' at ·ro·om 
temperature. From t_.he s.pacing of the b.andS:, they suspected that 
.. 
they might be caused by emis·sion of LO phonons.. Later, Ryan and 
Miller [46] studied low temperature photoluminescence of BP 
crystals and also found four emission peaks. 0 At 77 K they resolved 
bands at 1.782, 1.744, 1.695 and 1.658 eV (6950, 7100, 7310, and 
7470 ~ respectively). They pointed out, however, that the 1.695 
eV peak also existed at 77°K in GaP, AlP and crystalline phosphorus. 
From this phosphorus correlation, they deduced that the 1.695 eV 
lwn:inc:;cence was prodt1cecl by n1icroscopic aggregates or inclusions 
of J)hOSJJhorus within the crystals. 
Rubenstein and Ryan ( 117] continued the investigation of 
phosphorus ltuninescence by conducting a series of phosphorus 
Ti 1 --- ,, _,, ····• 1· r' __ ; • 'r·1 •1 "'· -, ,{_} , J_ (_) I..__ i(j, t,. (..., I)··" 
.. 
L\,l() :1.llcJ trc}Vt::; of red 
.. 
P,., o (t " __ -) h cJ 1 ·t1 , • i • •• i ·· '. t, · d · o· ne_\ vu·~ u.(C_~. ~; o· _- c: __ 1,_. t_ 1.t eci w ·.1·. t i1 r11.·, r1t\ u . .'1 .. ·.t· 1·1a.}_ u t t empe-r a-•• ~~ 1-- ... ~ ... ,~... . C ---- -·· .... , • }_'., '>-,' ' ~-..:J .., -- • • r.J 
0 0 ture~ of la 36 · C w1d greater, the ot!1er at temperatures belov li20 C. 
At the h'ip;hr:r-t,~npr~rntur<1 tillotrope produced a broo.d flt1ores-
.( ) 
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•, 
:in di.amet:er, while the .h.igher~t·emperature. forifl. was much la.re;e:r. 
Th·e ratio. of the :fluor:e~cent peak-h~igh.t to. band...:width w.ap 1:1ropo$ed 
. ., 
to. oe ind.i.c:at·i.ve :of tr.re .c:rystalli te si:ze or degr.ee of perf~.cti.o:Q. 
Fr·om. t·h~ fluore:sc.enc·e and X-ray d·ata, t.hey· .qonclu.ded t.hat. t .. he 
·grow-tl1 of t.h.e:se crystallites :was .a .con:tinuous, irroreas:ing .. funct~iQ.P 
Another group of investi.g:~tors, b·~li·eyed the bands pr~:s ~rit i;r1 
the 1. 7 eV region of the GaP emission spectra were caused lJy Qtb~r· 
effects. L.izets and Kholuyanov [48] reported band.sat 1.76, 1.73 
and 1.70 eV at 8o°K which they attributed to S, 'Se and Te respec-
tively along with oxygen in the lattice. Gershenzon and Ashkin 
[49] suggested the bands were caused by defect structures in the 
lattice. 
Basetskii et al [50] performed a comprehensive study of all 
--
the proposed mechanisms for the 1. 7 eV en1ission band in GaP. In 
thel . ..,. ~1n n "11r .::.· ·L· ,. t }1,:qr .l, L ._ • \...-.-... J .._J ~ .__J '-' • ,......,. J . ~ ~ cons 1. c1ereu . ·,1·ir·1 c··)·1c· .._ ..... ___ ~- l ~J vacancy defect structures 
and their relationshiIJ 1it1ith previously proposed impurity souJ·ces, 
including crystalline phospl1orus occlusions. From their studies 
they showed tha.t W'h:ile nitrogen, tellurium, silicon and zinc are 
not. q .•• i •• q ~ ~ tit.\ ,,_ ·' .. ' ' M- •.J ' < ! • . . . ~· ,,, .. ,. '; _J 1.. 1.,_... i.;_ " . .!.. "'_]: t ~ • ·1 'l O L r' i. l l. f'} t. • "!' l f ' t i r l • I • i. f n • .,{' ·-- " - " "'- - . • 'l ....... 'It "-· • .. "' t ,.. !II 'It ' ·.. ..... 4---1 •• , 
i ' ~: :- ,·- .. 1·1 " . ( 11 ~ 
!L. hp i fl'1i11PfL I l '11tf ... . ; I 
.. ., • --• ~~· · ........ • • • -:,_., .- r.•. -_- ., "C>- ,. , .-.. ,•q .. ·1.i 1 ,,• nt <t 1 ' ;..._ - • l -Ii> • 't. -~ ·tit. 
. 
,. j -(Ji ~,1c tJnnd 
0 
UcJW'f~~tc:~:·, Ht HJH~<·u! !ng t,.1np<.·rf1tU,?"t~U t>f non K.~ iind ,1bove, 
Ele:ct·rt>l umine-s·:c:ent-
. . . . . . '. . . . . . . -·· . . . . . . 
··-· •' - . . 
by the 1.7 -~v 1;>.ana :at medium current dens-ities .. l3_y iner.easi_ng the-
cur:ret1t by a factor of only 6, ·th·ey s·howed t·he spect~um to. ·pe 
a·ominated by the. 1. 7.6 ev· band ·produced by ·zn .... ·o: _pa:i:r.s. 
From tne.ir findi:ng:s they proposed tha-t t'hef :1 .. 7 e:V ~i.ssion 
bJ~;ttd :was. ·pro.dµqed by mic:rocrystalline phosphorus ·ocQlusions i.n 
the lattice. They theorized that -vacancies at P sites are more 
unstable than those on Ga sites and tend to preferentially capture 
impurities in the lattice. Si and Oare unavoidably incorporated 
into the lattice through the interaction of the melt with the walls 
of the quartz ampoules in which the GaP is grown. Supposedly, 
the unstable P vacancies will not only be quickly filled by Si 
atoms but will remain filled because of the ability of Si to 
replace either host atom in III-V compounds. Therefore P will 
be prel'c:r·~nt :i. a11y ciisplaced to the interstices by the action of 
the Si. However, it is energetically possible for interstitial 
P to enter a Ga vacancy. This atom, along 'W'ith its four P 
nearest neighbors, creates a P-r:ich portion of tl1e lattice, which 
ca.n 
• ,-4 :, .. 
r 'U .,....]··. r-i r.~.'t • • , • l I <:" LZ' r 'I.J n • •. ti f1 f ;. ,· l ' ' ·"', ri , "i 7 ~ 1 l '.' 
rt..-J l I'-~~-,...~ .. ->'---· - ... , 'f ,lr,i r..- \_ .•• , ~--- _.;,~-·--,''I·-' l-'•11·-...•,'I!'_ ,., "' 
.. .. 
1o' .• J .. .. 
,i-' ' .. , • 't : .. 'If.~ ' . .. . f" "; ' " ' -• . .. t t J. 
,,J c 1. t:. c ~~..i .1 U -~ !,, Ul L formed by a Si atom 
in a Gs ui te complexed wi tl1 an O ntom in a P site vere investigated 
by Biichruch et n1 [ ~-; J. 'l'hey found then(~ complcxt:r1 to l,r-• ntrongly 
• 
.J~ .. ·.Jt, t~tl,.... ,:~·. 11.·.1 r. , .... , ... l e; ·.t .f <.) .. ,·, lJ,fl ,~·,! ~·.· ; ~i :1\..:1•· -· • ttt Pt:.""f!t1f-~~- .- ..,. -_ lit'""''l' ""- .... ., ,. ,.. .,._, ... , ...... -111•··~..pi_JI ""· ... 
.,,,. .. 
70 
( ~, 16·0.o jy and 1 •. 5,.5 .ev ( ·. ·~- 8(J(JO :jJ could re·s-til t from ·t·his: 
complex·.-:· 
Thl~y- in·t·erpreted a s"1-1arp spectral line at. 2 .• l 77 eV at l .. 8°k to be 
the· evidence of Ga vacancies .comp_lexed with oxygen. in J? sites .• , 
By ·anrte·a.Iing:, the concentrati:ons of the· non~radi.at-ive compl,exes· 
wer:e d.ecreas'e:d, "besides producing more Zn~Q :Pai.ring;. 
Within the last several months, papers by:Dean [53] and 
Bhargava et al [8] have discussed the roles of Ga vacancies and Q 
--
atoms on P sites as precursors to the formation of Li-Li-0 and 
Mg-0 isoelectronic centers respectively. Toyama and Kasami [19] 
also proposed such a role for this complex in the formation of 
nearest neighbor Zn-0 pairs, in the manner discussed in the 
introduction. 
Disrunan et al [54) recently found 1.72 eV emission inn-type 
--
GaP gl"' Cr ~ r l ~t · ~ r . .J,'i. )j ' ' ·1 • • . ·•. 1 1 , " , '1 (l '. l '-! .· 1 L;. ... ,~_.. r""-· ,,.., ·'"'"-• l- ~ . <._J... 
... 
·1 . ' 
. 11 • r l ,. ., ,- • l l , l T '. > . 1 t.~.. t .. c.. L,1 ,._) _ •• , c~ 1.-' L ( ·_ C1 ··u··· ---.hl·.:i 1 cv 1· _..,,,, ;.-.6 C • -. .•. (.J.. _.!.. .. ._) • \. ( I ~--, (' ) ' } d Ii Tl) -, + ) H.1 ., ••• l. L, .Q • 
They id C n t :i f i Cd th i S C:I!l i. ~Si () !l ns b Ci ng c El use ci by b OU n d- C X C it On 
and pair recornbinn.tion at an unidentified isoelectronic hole 
trap 0.4 eV above the valence bru1d edge. 
Fr 0-"'- f_· ~ l· {• t -_; :n_- -_i_ ·t· ( • ,, i 
. i•i L>' ,_. ,__t Ito- •w --·- . ··-- -'-: •- _'! .... f } I. l ,1 _• t t I ~ -· ,J ,, ( ,1. ... made in the present 









new· s-p~ctra: w·ith. ·thas:e· .a/ssociated ·with th:e pr:Jv.iousJ::y· propos:ed . 
. -mechan:isms :·· 
. :-,·. . . . . . '. ·. - . 
1.. The ·bands ·re.solve.d at ·7c)50, 7·2_50 and. 75:00 -~. (.1.·76, 
)_.·7i and- 1 .. 66' ev· ·.respectively) i·n this st-udy dir·ec:tiy 
substantiate the data -of Jays-o·n and Bachra,ch [421 and 
directly -opp.o.se:s the ·view· of· H~olonyak· et. al [4.-4] tnat- ·the 
--·--. 
:·The fact: that thes_e· ·three far-red bands II1aintaine¢i es:sent:ia-1~ 
ly-· -a constant rnagni tude inter-relationship throughout the 
·present study also supports Jayson and Bachrach' s inference 
that the bands are associated with an LO phonon. Since 
-these bands completely dominated the red ( Zn-0) band under 
some of the conditions investigated (see Fig. 42), the 
7050 i (1.76 eV) band was clearly observed to be the highest 
energy band possibly associated with the structure. There-
fore this peak would represent the main (no-phonon) line of 
an uninclcrrtified lun1inescent banJ at 1. 76 eV. Followir1g 
this rei::isoning, the other lower-energy features observed 
should be the respective phonon replicas of this band. 
Since tl1e far-red "fea tu.res" were shown to l)e directly 
,j_._J.i . / lit?~: i_!1-r•''t'••t1 •;_·• q! 1 fJ'' 'Ltl·,r,·1r_,,n11·ng·. 
--- ........... •. ·.,· ~ j ....... -·---- ft I' ·...... t ...... 1...-" ~~' -~ rt .... • ~ ~· .... 
detrlmentnl change in the no1,nr1l exci ton-recanbination 
structure in (Zn,0)-doped Gu.P. 
Jayson and. '.Bacnrach de.termi:n.e:·d tlla.t f.a.r-~:red emis-s.i_on. 
ba-nd:s do n~t sl1.ift in: en.~rgy be·tween 8 and :4o°K and,. that: 
t"l1ey di .. stai:pi:rea:re.d. coin1,1e:te-ly $.bove :70°K •. !:n tni·s ,study· t-Jie 
. - 0 
band$- were obs:erved at 7-7· I(, but no met:;sureme·nts wer~ tak.e11. 
1>:etwee.~ this temperature and room tempe.rature where the b.ands 
1-te.re.: definitely not o.bserved. The observation that the n:orm·al. 
red em.is-s.:ion ]5and shif.ts with temperatur.e but the new band.s 
.:q.Q ·rtot -was interpreted by Jayson and Bachrach to indicate 
that the 1-a.tt~r bands are not associated with the exciton 
band. 
2. The fact that both the far-red features and the 
new far-infrared band (1.05 microns) could be produced by a 
0 0 400 C anneal and essentially eliminated by a subsequent 600 C 
anneal, suggests that both are low-temperature equilibrium 
structures. Their respective relationships with the normal 
( Zn-0) red and ( 0) infra:red bands \,rill be fu.rther pursued in 
the .. . n r1 n 11 r , , ·, r • \...1.,. t_ ...... ~ J ......... ~ ··- .... ) l. • · q, ·i 1 i ·i n (..., ~-) l.. ... ... 1.J t.: \ __ ._ ..-,. •• the next section. 
3. 'rhc urguzncnt presented by Rya.n and f,Iiller [l,6] that 
the 1. 695 eV ba.nd in BP, GaP and AlP at 77°K is actually the 
luminescence of red p·hoophorun UJ)pen..rz:1 to be Jeapordized by 
t },. l".i l ) .... {. ' . ' . ~ -i. ' f. 
·~ ·- 4 ··--. 't·-' ···-·!ft.... ·,,, 
" 
trh,· r .,.. ·· 1 •· ,, ...• i 'lff 
' ---·- •. -•- 'I- ' :-- ; • "-,..-. ,. • 0 
an LO phonon along vi th tt1e other ttlrt-~. Sine«: the 1.695 eV 
phouphoz·uu lumineocent pen.k doeo coincide vi th the energy or 
•• 
~~: \ <:~ ·:~: \·. :-..,.:-:/:'.":,'·t - --:·. "":: . _.'. 
.. 
. .... - .. -. .- "~~ ~-.r- . • , __ -
7.3; 
•.. . 
-wh·a.t 0;pp~:ar.P. t_·o l)~ tli.e :se._c·onc;l ·J)h.onon r·epiiea_, it can- -cp.:trtr~but.e. 
·Therefore. th:eEre inconsist--encie·s seem- to :detr.ac,t :fr:om th.e:Lr 
' ... · ... · .. '.. . .· ··• . .- . · .. - .- .-. ' .-- . ·.. . -.. . . . -.. . . . . . 
--::-· . 





:2:. ·sat:uration·: B:ehavior 
' . ' . . . . . -
:satur·at.ion measurements reveale.o.. s~o:rne in·teresting re-s11lts as. 
illustrated in Figure,s 24 t.hro1;1g:b. 3·4· _for $Junple.s annealed to 
•.--.. 
\. 
·e.:qtiilibrium at vari.ous ·temperatureE>. 'I'll~- :quantuµi eff_i,Gienqy dat·~ 
:for the .. :re:d (.6.800 i) and: i·nfrared ( 920·0: R} b~nd:s ·were d~t.erpi:iped 
tisi·ng· t-he- algori to:tmrs nienti·ori·ed earlier (E.quations ·9a -a;ncl 9b). 
:Typical satur.at:ion. i'ie,stilts· d.bt·a:Lrted from ·77°k. _pho·t,olum·fnesc:_ent' 
enfission sp.ectra for a: ·sample: :annealed ·at .. 9oo·0 c, are· shown in 
Fig. 24. The r·ed quantum efficiency ( PEAK RED) remained essential-
ly constant as the excitation was increased by four orders of 
magnitude, whereas the infrared quantum efficiency (PEAK INFRARED) 
decreased continuously. Systematic errors in the absolute values 
of the quantum efficiencies were eliminated by taking the ratio 
of these two quantities. This response is shown in Fig. 9 
and is seen to be a smoother function than the individual quan-
tities. In addition to tl1e quantum efficiencies of the red and 
infra.red bands a~_: deterrninc 1J ·by tl1e peak height a1f;orit1uns, the 
act u a 1 q u ant tun c r f i c i. c n c i cs obtain e cl by int e gr .:1 tin[.:; n 11 c on tr i bu-
tions to tl1e bands are also shown. The discreptincy between the 
efficiencies detez·znined by the peak height algorithms and by 
bh ,._ ... _, ... y i i·:·~.:C 1.-' 
t . . ' . .. (. • l l. n r I n• t• t 1r ,, 
.. \,-,-i."*r) ··" ·*-- ' ' t 
, .. • . 
_ -·~ f -. 1r • f 1 r: ·- - --. .ti~ 
'!., ····· .~ •" '-~ !}L ., 
" 
of the rent)t~c ti ve 
.. 
• \ 1 •.·.· • 1' • ,., .. ·• red 
ener#!,..Y oidt~ nti lht~ t~xci t1.1tion vc19 reduced, but the !lource of the 
dincre1>tJncy in the 1.nrt·arcd vnn not apparent. In both caoen, the 





are .shown .iri .. F·ig .. 25 . 
... .• · .... 0 . 
In .. contrast with the 900·- C re.sult:s., the 
:red· quant1.mr e·:tff ci·en·cy ·cont.inualiy i-ncre_as.ecl w:L th e.xci t.ation leve-1 
.ov:er the r.ange of intensitie.s- inve·stig~-t;eq.·.. _Tp~ ~nfr·ared qµantUlil 
efficiency, however, C:or:i.tin11eg to de.crease. as: 'in the ·::previous 
manner. The pe:ak_ and integrated qµ.antuni ef.ficiencies were 
0 determined.- in t-he same fashion as for the 900 C data. Although 
the- source of the discrepancy between the peak and integrated red 
efficiencies was still not evident for this sample, the source 
of the discrepancy for the infrared data was discovered to be a 
new emission band at about 1.05 microns (see Fig. 29). The 
efficiency contribution of this new bank was taken as the dif-
ference between the integrated and peak infrared bands. This nev 
infrared band saturated rapidly and could not be resolved visual-
ly for excitation intens:i. ties above about 10111 photons/cm2-sec 
( see Fig. 30) . Below this level, the relative emission from this 
new band increased at a much faster rate than did the emission 
from the nonno.1 infr.ared I P) . .. ... , ~~uggest i ng thnt this 
band ~ I< ~ ...l. al, • II ~.. t • 'l: ,~· ~ ; . ;; t .. I t r J. '·1 'fl: ' • c L . ~, f -. ·1. ! t t ii l 1 1 :· ft ,, , f .. 1• ti' ... f I ...... 1'• t, 40 · -. _l 1.,.. ... " JI·, __ , I., ~ ·---· ·,-A, f !Ill,~--~ 'W' ill' -.4"· 1,-. .. iJ! ~ 
.. 
~ • J 
t W" .i'.:, • • }1 Ii• i:, • • t t «• f' i -~ ! ·· , , 1 t t •" __ · ·l. 1i_.J·_·_· '/J t • ,.·( t_.~ _ ..r  __ t. f_ .. -~ t. ·_l. { .. -J·.·. ' ' ·1 .. · .. t ..•. V (_ • • ..".. t.! f.', "-· _~ t __ . __ ·•,. ll __ ~_ .!_--~ •. f·_,.! ,,_! • .;;:, ~A , 4 ,,.. ~--; 1-1, .._ .. , 1-,. J. t . . t, t 'I " .. ~ ,. .. ,. 1i . .. ... . i. - .. _ . ,.. 
.,. 
The dnti1 for ownpleu uJ1ncu.led nt 350<:'c on vhich ontaration 
experimentu were p.erformed clearly illuutrutod ttmt ncv f'tu·-red 
.,.._ 
~:r- v1s-uEtlly reso:lved a's shown in Figure.s 31 through 34:. :By 
.subtrac,ti:11g ( from the i:Q;tegr-a~ed bands) the effici'e_11cieJ3 of· the' 
c·iencie·s of ·th.e .. new ban·ds· could be det€=rmin~.d. Using: t.4t.·s .-method;; 
t·he ·coID.b'i·ned. e.fff ciencies of the three new .red· b.ands was observe·d 
rat·her than th.e individual contributions of each. Since ·this 
total contribution peaked in the far-red near 7050 i, this group 
of bands ;as referred to as the "7050 R band." Therefore in 
Fig. 26, the quantum efficiencies of the new red and infrared 
bands are shown directly as a function of excitation intensity 
rather than as differences as in the previous figures. 
For the 350°c samples, the red emission increased super-
linearly a.s did the 500°c samples but with a larger slope. At low 
inter1si ties, the no:rn1al infrared band was dominated b~,r the l1igh 
energy tail of the new 1.05 micron band to such 
vas not discernible. Therefore the curve below 
a degree that it 
16 2 10 photons/cm -
,I..... · .!'. • • ' ' 1· t· . · . . S e C r ., • • ' 1 .• ' • ' l n r 1"1 , ' '. l r_... o·. · ~ .. '1 ·1 l 1 r·.· r1_ 'J , r .. • t .......... ! ... J ,_ ~. - .. '!, flf '\.- ... .:..J ' ) \,. ,. ' • ~ \.,_, \- J 1i.neur ly extru1)ol11ti ng the 
The rapid increase in the quantum efficiency of the 1.05 
·t ,: 
.... , 
'-'I'b.e i:rtcreas·e of t·he -:t·e,d. quantum. :e:ffic·iency an.a the :de.crease of 
~the. quantum effi·ciency of the ·1.05 micron b.and,. as. a func·t·ic)n .-o.f' 
c:ien·cies is approximately ,constant... '·The·. 1arg-est ·b·ehaviora.1 
·di·fferenee, however, betw.een the samples annealed at 500 and 
.3:~:.o0 c: is th-at: the ans.et .of satura.ti:o:ri of ·t-he 1 .. 0:5 mic-ror1 b.and: 
t·he lowe·r temperature... ·rt -wasi not.-eci that the slope of t·he quantllIIl 
15 
·e·rticiency curve for the 1. 05 micron band over the range 10 · to 
17 2 
.1.0 photons/cm -sec is approximately -2, indicating a quadratic 
relationship between efficiency and the excitation intensity. 
The superlinear response of the normal red emission band 
was also observed by Jayson et al [55]. They found the response 
--
became linear at still higher excitation levels and eventually 
saturated. The linear and saturated regions were not observed in 
the present work because of the limitations in laser power men-
t 1. o r1 ("\ ··-1 r0• --1 ·r 1 ·1· e·· r1 • "- C . ·- ,. . -~- • . • Howe1rer, the ob~;ervat:i.on that the 1.05 rnicron 
4 
band is nearly saturated at 1010 photons/cm2-sec as shown in 
Fig. 26, suggests that the onset of the linear response region 
of the nonnu.1 red band should occur at approximately t}1is va.J.ue. 
i• '11 ·j "· t ~ 0 1• . ., .. (·",. ·~ ·p,·o· .. r· 1 e 1 • ( t (J V l.r * 1, 11 l1 " 1 + '.1' 1 ) 
Id,• ,JL . ' i i .. ~ '-1,... .. ., •-'' . ' .. - ~J ~ . . -~ ' ' 'l,. ' • ' .. ' i - ., .. ,/ ~ "'J .. ,. .• 1·. ,, . ,, (;
mor<: thu.11 two ordr~rli of mugni t.ude or exci tntion lntenoi ty. Above 
lo' l"{ <-) photonu/cm'I -uec • thiu bo..nd t1pperu .. u to uatu_rnte in n manner 
~--. ·.·i: 
·' • . : ".91!".• 
. 15· ..... _--_ 2: , .. B~iow about 10· PA9t-oris/em -sec~ 
t·he ·:r-es_popse of the 7050· ~- b~nd. appe.ars to- parailel that· ·of the-
n:orm~J_ red. band. 
which had been annealed at 4oo0 c was studied b·ecause it produced 
large amounts of n~w red emission, even at hign levels of excita~ 
tion. The results of thi.s study are show in Fig. 27, where ·for 
convenience, the quantum efficiencies of the various bands have 
been normalized to that of the standard (6800 i) red emission 
band. In this sample the quantum efficiency of the new red band 
(7050 R) did parallel that of the normal red band below 2 x 1016 
photons/crn2-sec, as evidenced by the horizontal response. 
From the analysis of these saturation characteristics, certain 
general patterns are evident. 
1. The noiiD.al infrared band (9200 ~) exhibited a continuous, 
slightly sublinear response to excitation at all of the annealing 
t em Pc. 1· q ·t'' u y~ .. _. ,-_, t_i r1· r1' ~ ..... \..,.M . , _.. \..._, , __ ) ~_.l., p ··-
& 
·1 ·1 t 1· d [")"I",., C' C" • . . 
.... C '• C . , ,:.:; .:> U ( 1 e . At first glance, 
~c~ }·•·-, .-.-,P Jri, C r c ,J u .. t. : , u .1 (. ;, ... y ~ on 
et nl [ ' 1 ':,] , ,,tho noted n. u ~;hnrp ~; f_L turat :i or1 of the :inf rared band" 
--
at npJ)?"()Xintati•ly the snme intensity as the super linear to linear 
i r .,. "" • C I', h .,.. . ' . ' '_ • ; ..... v,.,i.~. • ~ ,, ,ii.··~, t "'.J~~ '.., _,,., ~-~ fir " . "' 
., .. ,., it ri_ .... _}- ,.1, e-t (· __ "_-
• -_ ..,. ... J"f< __ f,,i,.,,~ ,'< .. 
• • . . i . • ·1 I• ,I,,(• ,· :i ), -\ tl I; \- • -;i, ,t ' •l_.,. •, '. • ~ -;. ~ 
thf.\t th,! H tlfl!Jt}t of 
:- .;, --;._::.·:- ,-·. --- - • - ----- --~ = - :· -- ._._ '.:..'· ~c,. - __ ~---"'r-- - - --- -
<: :-,:-··~·•,_._• .-, ,; •·' a _.· •• - • 0.' . ·• ' -.,_ - >---~-_r-,, ~-~-:_.--- · '--~----'7_--_·.;.;.t.~;;;.;·.,.,_.t··;'t::;,.,·.··-_--:;--~~--:-•. .:,-,_~-:-.-. .- ---.--'-~ - .-
-- - l 
7.9. 
:i 
propo.$:ed o.ne: ~nd: two .. e.le,ctron :m·ode.ls o:f the ·deep· oxyg·en :trap 
should be· associat:ed wi.t·h saturation .of a. ·third .. center t·o fit : .: . .. . . . '.. '. . . . ·. . . . . . . . .· . . . . . '. . . .' ' - ' . . . . 
·the.ir ,proposed. mo.d~ls. When· ·co~reqted for.· the. ·1. 05 micron 
cont·r-ibution, their ·9000 Jr infrared d~:ta woulo. n·o: .longer exhibit 
a sJ1a.r:p s>atur.ation and. would remov·e thi~ i..rico:n)3is·ten.t f·eature: in 
t:he iriter.pretation o·f their model. T:Pe 1.:05 mi(:!.ron emi·ssion band 
i·s clear evidence of the third center· tpey suggest, and its 
saturation was found to correlate with red superlinearity as 
discussed earlier. 
2. 18 2 At excitation levels below 10 photons/cm -sec, samples 
annealed at temperatures of 500°c and below exhibited a super-
linear response in their red emission, whereas samples annealed 
at 900°c had essentially a linear red response. This is in com-
plete agreement with the results of Jayson et al [55], who ob-
served a similar relationship between a srunple anr1ea1ed 16 hours 
at 6oo0 c and an u,nannealed sample. However, in tl1e present wo1'k, 
the slope of the superlinear response was observed to be steeper' 
at tl1e J.o,..1e1" annealing ternperatu1~es inve!Jtign.ted. 
3. trn .. flt; • ... . .. . ' _. ' ~ . t ' i ·.1 11 t ' .. ~ 1 - :, .. ' ... I'. t) I' .. Q. l ':' ;. ~ ~ 'I:' .T' ., ') ! ) ' 'i I:. ~ ., , _~' ~ J 7, ... -../' •, __ ~ - .. ·-~ ,,j,., ~._ .. i,~ •. ,.,, V Ill' 11,-' ..... ·.•- .... , ,_ --., '•-~ rt \ ... , ·c.• ~. 
~ 
th,_: 1. 05 rnicron and 
68oo ~ l>n.nd:J . .. 'l j . . . 'l . j"": f . . , t · · I 11t -, ; ·-f"(~, -. ·~ . - , ::\ t -., ,J. lOtl ... ( b ·~ C OZaL , .. l. ne,;, ill above 
the exci to.tion level reqt1i.1·ed to saturate the 1.05 micron band. 
Jitvson et o.l in fa.ct obnex·ved u change from sup(:rlinetir response 
-,., - -
J 
annealed :s~ple.~ This: int·ens:1.ty als.6. ap;proxiniat.e·ly :corresp:onded 
.. re·sJYons.e oc·curred,: .stipport.ing ·the ·sug·ges·tion that t-he 1 .. 05 micron: 
b:and wa·s ·pr.esent: b.elow this level. 
4. The new· photolumines·c:e1tt bands were found .. to satura.te ·.at 
suc:c·ess:i.ve1y 'h:i.gh·er levels as the _equilibrium annealing tempera~ 
ture was made progressively lower. Evert samples annealed at 
900°c contained the new bands as evidenced by the broadening of 
both the normal bands as the excitation level was lowered. Most 
previous studies were performed at higher annealing temperatures 
and higher excitation levels than those used in the present work. 
However a combination of low annealing temperatures and low in-
tensities is required to observe the new bands. As mentioned 
previously, Jayson and Bachrach [1~2] in fact observed the three 
0 




~-- ·:-e- :·:-,;- '":_ ... ,~.:~;';..-__ ._··:-. _--,-_ 
-· '·:;.;-;.-_,~· :·,::-,, •. ·,:,:" .. ? : .. ~,~---- •. --,":~:: .. "' .. -., .. ,_ - ~"'·'-'. 
3. · Kit1e.t:t.cs and Pa:tr.1..ng 
n·es.pit.e· t:he non-1~.near rE=-s~Qn.s~ to ~o.it~tion demortstr:ated 
by the :b:ands .. , · tJ;i·e ·1p:~l}av.to.r~i -:Kin~tics of e:a.ch band was -·stud.fed 
by normalizing the·· ·$p~·qt-r·a .o.f each $ample t,:o· a. s.~:ngl·e: excitation 
.:Lnteris--ity ·throughout the annealing cycle in the tn.anner previously 
·dis:cussed. Sever·al typicai typ.es o_f behayior found are ·shown in 
.. F_±gur-~s ;_3:5 thr.oug-h: :4:1 .• 
.. . . 
new band-s· as discussed previously. -The red and infrared response:s 
of one of the samples in which no significant amount of new 
bands appeared are shown in Fig. 35. Initial maxima in efficiency 
were produced by the red and infrared bands ( TJRED and 1/rR 
respectively) at about five hours, after which the efficiencies 
fell rapidly. The infrared efficiency continued to decrease 
with annealing although the red efficiency bega.n to gradually 
approach its previous maximum. 
These initial rna.xirna Droduced very little effect in the 
R/IR ratio response indicating that wht1tever physical processes 
that were occurring in the sa.rnples w-ere affecting both bands 
proportionally. The R/IR ratio s,.?emed to then increase in a 
but :;inc(· c~qui-
11briurn 1 J :3 
f~ther compar i !lon cou,ld be made. 
An nnncu.:Z :ing rct1ponttt:: quite sim1.lar to thin one vas previous-
·"· 
,t."" ••• -.. ~ ~ .;.,,· 
an init·ial peak in total room temp·eratµre 9:11.ar1tum .ef·:ri,ci~_riey :fa~ 
. •··. 0 :s.imila.rly-doped samples annealed for one: hour a.t 400 C. How-
. . 
:ever they· obs·erved this effect or1ly on the $ .. i.02-.coated s:am:pl~J3 ,, 
w.:b.e:r.eas the sample :L:h ·the pres·en.t s.tudy was: .uncoated • 
. Fig. 36 :.ill·u.str·ates ·th:e ··r·e:s":t)onse for a. ·s,ample. ·annealed at 
400:0C in which only a moderate amount of new ~pee-yr.a. ~ppea:r:-e-d. 
·This Si.02~coa~t"e.a. sample als.o displayed an .initial inc.rea·$e: .in 
.red effi_c·ien-cy followed by an jmmediate drop .and S:low recove_ry_. 
After about 18: hours, however, a gradual loss was evident. 
The infrared response was similar to that of the 350°c 
sample. The efficiency reached a maximum at about 2 hours, as 
did the red efficiency, and then decreased rapidly. After about 
6 hours, the decrease became more gradual. 
The R/IR ratio, as illustrated in Fig. 37, remained constant 
through the initial region, and then climbed rapidly as before. 
In this case, however, equilibrium was achieved shortly after 
20 hours, in good agreement with the 4oo0 c results of Pruett 
et al. 
--
The R/IR again displayed the same type of sigmoidal response 
seen in both the present 350°c data and in the 4oo0c data of 
--
Since the R/IR ratio response seemed to be a Pruett et ul. 
t •• '' li ' •• I' ' t' ! · jf • J f.t • . i tit 1 t • .. t 1 ? '. i! 1· t • t I , r • .,. ,1 ( • ' t I l I ;· ~- '.l. r .• _r j "r' 'I '. _: :1 _l 1'l l •: 11 ·, ".·"' f • •' f • 1 \ '. f • .i l '·- ,, i,, "hi' t'-~.,4,_. i ·, t. ., "'"" r,-lo rf...,, io!- ·t., ····'-~ ~-"" • .._ ',_ --- '* -~ ~-s~-\~ ... '--"°ti'.. ~t !· ... ,· ., '!P-' ., ,.,. i 




Toy-ama arid Kas,amit [.19] ,. ·t:p·~ :fo1i;qw:Lr:rg: re:,1?,t'j_cqp_qbip·. WJ;~: t}ey~l.ope<l :: 
'where: 




.Fi - (R/IR) +l ~t t = OO ' 
F __ ( R/IR) 
,.f ·- ( R / IR ) + 1 at t ::;:, .Q ,: 
t is :annealing time, 
Tis the associated time constant. 
. -
(J-0): 
·:(·.1· -1.· ).· 
. ·-· . . . .. : 
The time constant ( T) is determined by substituting 
several data points _in the R/IR transition range into the fol-
, 
lowing expression to obtain an average value. 
t (13) y· --
R 
+l)(F -F.) (IR 
ln f ·1 .~ 
-, h (F -·1 )+F • IR f ~·- f 
Evaluating tl1e constants in ( 10) and nonnalizing T at the 
14-hour dntn point, tl1e following expression for the time-depen-
dent R/IR ratio was obtained: 
R {t) -1 + 1 (14) --IR t 
.265 -+ '"19. 15.3 •b~e 




i:t·$ ·d:eg·r·e.e of· .agr.eeme_nt· with. tJ1e .4·00°c· .. :s/I.R. :res.pon.se data. .., . ·F.'· .. ··-··· -.rom 
·det·erm-j_n·ed :from the· mod·~l- .and. ·th.:~ sigmo_:i._d·al respons.e: .bf· ·the data:, 
·c ondit.-i ons .• 
:eal.cu.l:ated using previously deter:rni_he-.d expr·ess-iorts {Eqn •. ·13):. 
Th.e results indicated T itself was decreasing in an approximat·e--




T= T·e A 
0 
(15) 
where: • the value at t O, To lS --
A . the time constant (of T ) . 1S 
By simultaneously solving the equation at two points, both 
T and A were determined. Therefore the plot of the expression, 
0 






.265 + .29e 30 
is found to definitely have a sign1oiclal response and to more 
ancy n.t :rt how"s wns dt1e to the: increi1sed efft~ct of men.Du.rcment 
error tis the infrared band decreased relative to the red. Although 
the mt!Chft.ni rrm or tht! t fm~ df!pr:-1)d1:,nt nu tur,, of J i :• n(J.t u11dt:!ru tood, 
: ... -. -~-;.--:,/>",-a• ~'c""<_>_c.·· ;,·- ·.-, -,·.- ·-~·._:-· -:'"'."-.·.---_.- -. ::'--
85· 
The -.40b0 c :R:/-IR :data of Prue-tt et al was found t:b_ approximat.e-
- -
_l,y follow the- t·ype of r·elationship in Eqn.( 16 :) ·; but- ·with the 
·empir·ical: constant.·,s ·snown in Eqn . .( l1 ) below. 
1 
--1 +. ·--· ------------- t t - -
:0.0342 + .46.6e - (7)e 33 · 
~.:h.@..t.- ·t,h_e increas-~ ,of: ~f:f'iciency was -s.ignifi.c;a.,nt:Ly ·am~ller than 
·tJ1a_t found by Pruett et al. 'r:tiis discr·ep~ncy c.a~ b,e only partial-. 
--
ly explained by the previously descriped -superlinear response 
characteristic of lower "effective" equilibrium temperatures. 
Since significantly higher excitation levels were used in the 
previous study, a continuous increase of red efficiency with 
annealing time is expected to have occurred as the "effective" 
equilibrium temperature of the sample dropped to a steady-state 
value, as evidenced by the R/IR ratio. However this mechanism 
should not have produced the initial large increases they 
observed, since their R/IR ratio was essentially unchanged. 
Fig. "" n . 1 ·1 . . '" {j 'J ' ' '. --~' r If f .·• ' ' ..) - .• , ..... ti,., t_._ ·~ · .. ,L. •> U I1 C. ,· .. ' ' ··t· .- ·• ' j ' ' ' ' 1Il 1'i ·1 ~ . .. ·: <..Jc .. _ J' --~- c~ : } . __ ~ ~-' .. _ ,..:; 
... 
spectra. At first glw·1ce, the response seen1s :;imilar to the 
i 1 1 ib ·· 1 1 i 1. 1 0 .. o· 0 c ...• prev · outL .y t encr . ed nu.mp .e annet1 C( nt , . . . lJpon closer 
l n i. n frn.r-, ·d 
a • • 
, #·,,,. 1'!1,.}., (_• 
,, ii, .. ' ...... I!',, .. - k "f - 1.., ) IJ"""I ; ~ i I • ' :, i 
' _I IJ- .1,, - " .;,,- "" '" i,i, io ', _, 
, ... t " i 




:s,~qp.pq: re·d ·:ef.fici.·ency ·m~imtml ¥as: .mgre sev.ere: than th.e :previous. 
•q·ase· (·4o·o9c). The ·R/.IR rat:io data however, as shown i.n. F1_ig. 39., 
no: longer ··dt.s:played ·a str~·ng· sigmoidal re.s.ponse. The T-oyama and 
:Ka.sami mode-1 was. used -to obtain ·a _g.o·oa. f:i. t over all port·ions :of 
-inf.luenc.e. Th.is· indicates· ·that the sigmoidal r·esponse is primarily 
a low .annealing temperature effect. One of Toyama an.d. Ka·sami 's 
. 0 
low-doped samples annealed at 500 C did in fact: :disJ:>lay ·a slight 
sigmoidal red efficiency response. They attributed this discrep-
ancy in behavior, however, to a loss of conduc~.ivity ·during the 
0 initial 1000 C treatment. 
The expression used to obtain the fit with the 500°c results 
in the present investigation was given as: 
R (t) = -1+~~~1~~-t 
IR 
.145 - .395e- .92 
(18) 
R/IR equilibrium was achieved in !i hours in good agreement with 
the va.1uc for T ( ~ t· {\ t I 1' ~ t - (" •· 'J. 't' r,. ~ ( 1,, - r::~_·) ) • T ) . o.J ·- ,_., ·- I •··' !,__,. (. I,:,; • -
.. 
0 
The response of rt.nother swuple annealed at 500 C that pro-
duced large amounts of new spectra is show-11 in Fig. ho. In only 
15 minutes both the red \ • .r~ -- -. 1·T~ ,,.. • -• . . • - ' .... ·1· ~ n p ,_l· ·_I_ n _, .,_. • " 1" i _•. ",1 i:, ." ·i. ,r·• ·1 ~_. • ., r, "-~ ·.1 f• r: [Hl tl f ,, .. () T)·"'! .. ; nr_·t ..;_~ ... • i,- frt ji Iii,- --fl' l .. llt, • ,_ - ~-- ,ji _. '!,,,.~ _-i- ·· -~ "' • ~.- ,,... -· II- 'f tf' ..,_. '>- - . .- . ' '·~· - \_.r ~. 
I !f'l •.·hi '.~ __ i V (\..,.. 9 _. .• • .J ~--. ,. I ._ ~ .._. 1t '. • ~>d'-4 ... • ' .•. -- .••. ,,,_ ... ;, ... fr " ,,. • ., .. ., .. ~ 4 ' · 1 ' ... ·1 . I , ' •.· . • . ! t 1 • . • • • • d ._ ~ ~ "" -· - ,_., ... , ........ _., , f * (.: • 4 ,.._ • .... ... .... • -. '.- .-1,+ t) ~---l 11! .. : • "' .... \~,t =. ' r- , I ' r : 1: : • 'I 11 ~ ',- - - . , "' I• _. · lit · : - 1 /, II .. 
Hy one houJ'", i1ov-
. '. ,.. ',. .,, .,. · .. ' .... ·.".. •. ., .. _, ';" .•. ~ ; J !~~ . _, 'I..., ~ •. ,. • 
I ,, 
. • 
as: ,c·ompared ·to f.our hours f·or the. pr_evious ·one., This :i..110.reas·ed, 
:dis J)iayi:p;g n·e.w =sp·eet;r a. !I 
For sampl~~, apn·<=aJ..ed at· :6oo:0c, tn~ :R/.IR rat"io· achieved 
~qµ-ili;bri µm. ,:in appro~irnately one A'Our •. Pruet·t ~t-. al_ perf'orme.d 
.-.--
t;h~t.r first ·m~_a;.suren1.ent at. 4 :-now..s: ap:°'· .:f.ou.nd th~t ·eq'.L};ilibrium :had 
.already been acpieveq._. No ini.ti~l e,ffici.-en.cy peak was ,dete-c-te·d., 
possibly because the first measurement in the pre.sent s·tudy -wasn·'t. 
taken until after 15 minutes of annealing. Since the severe 
non-linear effects due to excitation hadn't been discovered until 
0 
after the 600 C data was taken, no accurate conclusions could be 
formed from the 6oo0 c data. 
Onton and Lorenz [16] originally calculated a dissociation 
energy of 0.54 eV by determining the slope of the equilibrium 
ln(IR/H) to 1/T relationship. Toyama and Kasami [19] calculated 
d . . ' . ,- \~_• C-" .- .. ,- ~ ·1 ~; ·1 · , .- .. 71 -~·;, 'f jJ )'" f,-·,r a 1 .. J .. Ju l ... ~ , __ ., 1 u. _ c .. 1._ ..•. 1:.:i .. ., 01· 0.74 eV using various reaction rate 
partuzH:L,_·r~; a.ssoc:ia.ted with red lwninescence. The 900, 600, and 
4oo0 c data of Pruett et al can be plotted in the same manner as 
--
Onton and [,orenz to give an acti \ration energy of about O. 83 eV • 
Eq lt1•' ·1, i) .. r; ll•1 : 1't;t'rj tt)!..rt•fl ; ~J l'la,• -,,J•,.i',•T\ol·· <'Ol· 1 1;1'v \10·,.l'p'\/t·~··1• c·.\Lf-_1··r1r·1·0·,_·t be 
.\.J, ... · ... ~ ., ~ •l,... . , ... , L,- _., ..... '" ··.~. ... ... ~-·--· !-"·· ·-- •-' ~- •• ' •·" • ,.~ .... .J ' L .,., -.,.. - ' -
va.u prcviouuly diucusued. Since the (:qt1ilibrium R/IH ru.tio for 




pri.or. t.o :s~tµrati-.qn, dat_=a.: ... ~baken· at. pro_gr.essi:v.ely lower irtten~-
::.;;-
·~lit :Les: wquld:. fal$·e1y ;inf·e..r _pro·gress:ivel_y .lower activatd.on 
c.QIIsistent wi:th ·tl;lp~e of t'J1.e :p.r:~s.e.n·t stu.dy.. Alt·hough Tbyam:a. and 
Kasami did .not. qb·s.·erv¢ tl1e $h·o.rt term :ntax_imum in ·eff.iciency· at 
500°c as in the present study, the .~xponential. :response of their 
similarly doped sample (NA-ND ::::: 1. 2xl018 cm - 3) agrees well 
with the R/IR kinetics of the present study (NA -ND~ 0. 8xl0 18 
-3) cm • The present data at 4oo0 c indicate a sigmoidal R/IR 
response, consistent with the results of Pruett et al. 
--
Several generalizations can be made about the data: 
1. Samples which did not demonstrate new spectra, produced 
both short and long-terin peal<s in red efficiency, 
followeJ by n gradual degradation. 
2. The :increases of red efficiency were not as pronounced 
as in the previous studies (19, 20]. This fact can 
only be partially attributed to the effect of tl1e lower 
... J. ' .. • • • .. 
e X •·• "1 ~ t I • ·1 •' ' r \ ·1 ~ l f f • ~ I ' ' 'i r T r • ' ' ~. ,_., ..._ ... 1 •• 1111 \,., • -.. _ _) • * -.• • i, ,...J '"··> e 111 .._ I ,,., ,,_.., ••. ,. -• ~ __ ; ,. ,. l ll:1·y,· ..... , (.1 '\-• • rrhe 
f ... .... t . ~ 'l " ·4• ,' _t .... , ,_ ... '!Ill',--.. -~ .. C ,.· ,:· .. '.',, ,-:-it .•. -- .'-'· ,r•·t'• ':,t-• pl l ill d. ? :, . , jic l (~ C _ w .,.L ;,, (j U C t. 0 , 0 ._J ~ , ,~~ •. , ~· . 01 recJ • " .• -.. '1' riri_r! 1r1fr·,.1y·,•c1 •·•*<-II- • • • _i,, • - M - "..,...,_s 
lumincocence related to the grov·th of th,,.! rH.~"" bu.ndu. 
.. 
. ,. =----~.:-~-- .•. ' - ... _,.. . . : . ·. _-.. ,;,,,• :,.·~-_:.:£>'--···. - f:-'IG•J,u;·-;·:. · .. -· ·-..·.,·a· .. .--.- - -. , . 
o_,9···. CJ ... · . ·-. --... ··--
r.·e:sp_ectively, in,. :goo·d :a~eement with. J?revi·ous work: • 
. ... ·. ·o 
E:Ciµilibri"WJJ. lJ.~d.. :q.ot been r.e,ache·d ·at 113 hour-s .at 350· c, •• 
,rnod.~_1- :[25J :j_n the. ·pres.ent· .study b.e:c;-aus.e of t·he low· 
ex,ci .. tation levels used • 
. from non-line-ar response to exci·tat:i.on intensity . 
. 6.. .A. stronger sigmoidal response was seen at lower 
annealing temperatures. Good agreement was obtained 
using a kinetic pairing model proposed by Toyama and 
Kasami [19] at 500°c. A time dependent time constant 
was incorporated to produce a stronger sigmoidal 
response with good agreement at lower temperatures. 
7. The observation by Toyama and Kasami that increasing 
the zinc concentration produced a rapid increase in 
anneal i !1g ~ . ' . . . . . . . ,~ ·1 1 ...• ·1 • ···.• ·1 t···. ·1 ~-·1··· ... ,,1• ... ··, •·· ·1 "'l ·.' .. * l !1 ,~ l t • l ' 1 -~ I -~• t-• '· t ' ! ' .. :... ~--~ ... ..._.. V .... \_.. -...:, ~ .... ..J .. .. l.,. t::: ...... o 4.-) •. -' , ...... - • D ~-~ ' view of the shorter 
time required in the present study to reach equilibrium 
wher1 new spectra W'ere apparent. In their case, in-
creasing the o.mount of zinc in the lattice increases 
th . . . ' . " . C.• 'f\1•,.· ·, f I <1_ '.'; _I l ~ V 1\;i ...... .M. '.·_,/ ~-" , __ .. ,_,.!' ... ... ... ~ , 
~ ~ 
zi.nc ' ·t· .. .... ' ~ .: ". ~ ' I i',,;, • . , IJ I ~i .,. J)'f-'l""il! pf .. , .. .,.. ..... 
. ·r·, .. 1" wl ,) ... ',, ,,, 
·-·· -- .. ,} r-1 '", -- Ii 
wi,1cb to pn:i.r, thereby 
t_1 f. CJ Pl 
'~,.. 11,_.,. ,, .. *"""' 
. . . . . 
f~hQl"". t•fl i 11·!' 
+.l/oi.,. t, .c·•••··. c·, the 
time r,Jc1t1lred to nchi.evc equilibrium. By using the 
• • " 'r. , .. 
'~ .. ..,. ·--
_·.9q: 
. .. . . 
~ ·t:h'~- co1::i.cep:~r~t-·:i_-on :Q°:f': ·unpa:i/re·d:., µnc,ompl'.exed oxyg:en ·in tl1e: 
·_lattice: r-~:1at_iv.-e· tq t.:h~ zi.:n:c. This- wofil..d :c.ause the 
result.ant pairing: process· t,o equilibrat.e sooner. Also:., 
:knctwn :s.pecies, the: rela}bive: c-dhc.ent.rati,ons- ·of' unpaired 
:0xyg'en and Zn-0 pttirs would be reduced proport.ionally'., 
r.es1.ilting in a near.ly constant R/IR .. r·at,io.. This mod.el 
i:s consistent with the data observ·ed in that: 
a. Red and infrared bands would be depleted 
proportionally. 
b. R/IR equilibrium would be established sooner. 
c. The addition of a third species to a Zn-0 
complex would tend to reduce the binding 
energy. Therefore, if luminescence were 
produced by this complex, its energy would 
be somewhat less than that produced by the 
normal Zn-0 band. 
d. The same nno.log:y cou.ld be applied for the 
Ox·yg·_ , • ! 1. t_, •· Cff!'l .~·;t '>,-a 4t 'I. _.i,. l,, .c-.,r •• tt • 
As indicated earlier, no positive identification can be 
made from tht:? experiments performed in this otudy. However, of 
tt1e mechtui:iumn propoocd for previougly obnerved far-red bands 
J . 
·I 
'"propo.-s:e·dl mod·ei. ·pro:du.ces tlie II1bst consistent agr.eement witt1 -'the; 




tib.n :r·e.sui·ts wer.e i_nc.orfs·is:tent- i:fi ·that: t·he samples· wer·e. flO ·thin 
homogeneous crysta;I·.s: ~h:01i-l<i lJ·e u;Er~q .• 
There were ·on:ly a few specific cases where .a correlat.iop w~s 
se.en between the absorption and photoluminescent spectra of a 
sample. Samples with very low efficiencies were also seen to have 
a shallow free-carrier absorption tail. This might infer the 
samples have less Zn-doping than the other samples in the ampoule. 
Also, an.nealing was seen to cause a relative increase in the 
absorption spectrum at about 2.1 eV in some cases. This is 
probably due to increased Zn-0 pairing. No conclusive change in 
the oxygen re luted region of the SJJectrum was observed. 
' -. 
'· 
,l")'W_,-,-,.,._ .. -~ 
IV. Conclusions 
1. In order to ~-hqroµghly st:udy_, th·e· e·f-f e.cts of annealin·g .on 
1:4 .18 . :2 . 
'G~P, :Lpw .(10 ·-<10· photons/cm -s.E;c} excitation 1-evels must 
. . 
l'.le, used-; otherwi_se ,impor-t,ant f3pectra relating >to . .i:umin.es·.oent. 
p_r,oce·sses will not be obs.erved .. 
/.: 
2. If equilibrium pairing· studies· ·ar·e· -to, be :tnade_.,. e)tc·itat.ion. 
:in-tensities must be used to. produce. :lum.irtes·cence ·in the :ra,ng·e 
.of linear response~ 
.3-. At low excitatio-n· :int.ens-:it:ies·,, rt.ew- bands were. ob·s-~ryed 
which saturate at progressively higher intensities as the 
equilibrium annealing temperature is made progressively lower 
0 0 
over the range of 900 C to 350 C. 
4. Based upon the observed behavior of the new bands and 
standard red and infrared bands, a model was proposed where-
by an unknown species complexes with oxygen whether the latter 
is paired with zinc or not. 
5. At an annealing temperature of 500°c, the Zn-0 pairing 
response was found to be in good agreen1ent wi tl1 the proposed 
kinetic n1ode1 of ~royama and Kasruni. 
6. The strong superlinear red response to excitation is 
caused by the saturation of the newly observed infrared band 
at 1 . 0~.1 rn .i c r·on!J • 
7. In v :i e;; of the• 1,e1rfect 200 R perlodici ty of the nev spectra 
betveen ·7050 R ttnd 7650 X, i.t ls propoocd that the 7050 R 
94. 
G-a_ O._ ·P_ .o._ ... c.oat·ing·· coup.-:1,es- out m_. __ ·or-e_ ._i_·n_.,_t_--•. e_r-na_ ll_y ·g_··_,enerated. .li_-g_•-_h_ t . 
. .. . f_)._' ·3, . ·2.·. ·5·. . ·.. .. •.. . . ' .: . ., . · .... 
. ·'i:: . ,- . : .. 
.9~: The :rap·• id. oxidation ef:f'ect·. observed during ·Ga .0., ._ ·,··:i?· --:0 
· · ., · .· · · · · .. · · .. · ·, .. · · ·. · · · · · ·.2 3 8: 5 
_film- _g;rqwth :i'.s att.r:;L:Pu.ted t,o :SW-:f~·c.~. damage ±-ntroduced dur:ing:: 
. ,. . 
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NOTES: 1. Sample A (#2-350-Si02 ) had been annealed 113 hours 
at 350°c and displayed the new bands. 
2. Sample B (#l-600-Si02 ) had been annealed 15 hours at 
0 600 C and did not display new bands. 
3 . Pre c i :-::; i on of In ea s tu~ c~n~ c n t = ~ 3 0 % • 
4. Si and O not reported due to presence in films. 
5. Strong fluctuatior1s of N in Sample B reported during 
ru.n. t•1ay ht1.ve been r1i t:rogen introduced during 





Deterniination·of Reflection Losses in·the·optica1·newar 
To determine the intensit·y of the incident 4880 i beam :L.r;i t.h-e 
crentr.al p.ort·i-on .of· ·the · optic·a1 -dewar, a· s.imple s:fng:le~reflection 
mo.tl~.l ·was ut.ili,z·ea. Since t.he: dewar ·had an evac11at~d spa.ce tor 
----~- .. ~· 
thermal: insulation, the beam _hacl to pa:ss. .firs.t tbrough a quartz. 
1 ' 
·window into the evacuated r_eg_i.on, aeross it, through anot_:n_er w.i·n-· 
dow, and into the ·riquid nitroge:n:Q Different· r-e.flection losses 
existed at three of the four quartz surfa.ces be·caiJ.se· of the air, 
vacutllll, and liquid. nitrogen ambients. However the problem was 
greatly simplified by considering the symmetry of the dewar. Since 
the dewar has identical front and back window assemblies, a simple 
transmittance measurement was made which indicated the net amount 
of light remaining after the beam traversed the desired path 
twice. Therefore, if xis the transmittance to the center of the 
2 dewar, the total transmittance would be x. By taking the square 
root of the overall transmittance, the relative intensity of the 
incident beam at the geometrical center of the dewar was obtained. 
Since the :;(,unp1e wns rnourrt c:d in the 1 i q1-1 :i cl 'n ·i j !" ( 1 .. --r . • T I ... ~·, J ___ le~-,{. ___ .... ·1·-·1,·.--•. -•• i, .. o __ -·n ~--- .. ,, __ A t .. ' l_, < .. • y 
.. 
the centerline £LXis of the dewar, this technique cnn be used to 
obtain highly accurate results regard.less of the individual prop-
erties of the materials used in the dual system. 
\. 
.. · ,, ;, ~~ . : .. :~- ···-·· . ,., 
APPENDIX II 
I] 
Derivation of R/IR Response Kinetics 
Toya.ma and Kasami [l9] proposed a model for the .improvement 
of :·red eff:icien~y with anneali.ng. They ~ttributed the improv:e-
nients ih ef.ficiency solely to. th·e. f·otmat:ion of .zn-:0 pair.s in 
:samples.. that had 'been itiit.ia.lly heat . .;.t,reatecf at :10db0 t} to 
.. 
di-ssociate the pairs·. :From: ·the exp.onential incr·e~:t:S.e· in t·h.e 
effi.cie·ncy they· obs.-e:rved, th.ey proposed that·: 
t 
~(t) = qi+ ( ~f- ~i)• e- T 
where: 1/f • the final efficiency achieved ( steady-state), lS 
1/. • the initial efficiency (TEq = l000°C), 1S 1 
t • the annealing time, lS 
Tis the rate constant. 
However in their comparison with their data, they show a function 
resembling: 
77( t) = ( 20) 
Evidently this discrepancy was due to an oversight in editing. 
Therefore, equation (20) will be used in the de·vclopinent of tl1is 
model. 
In the present study hovever the most accurate data rela-
ting to Zn-0 complex formation vns determined f~ran R/IR ratios. 
By ut i 1 i t,Jn;µ: t!1ln ntublt~ to.tit> rn.ther- ti,nn tht· eff'lc!f .. ncy ()f one 
i).,..,;;l.!t••, c ... ··,c;.nc<· 1. 1 tf';~t f <2 11 .. ·1 f!..•l( ..1· 
. ~.....,,,./ ~· .. ·. j, • .. .. • • .. ~ .. 
I 




F. l . 
. c·: .)· . · .... (·· . ·, .) 
= K, l~F··· = K:·~,l + .. l~F· 
. . . - . - . - . 
,. 
wh:eite F is the frac··ti-on ot: th.,e. tot:a.l :substitutio·nal oxyg·en which 
i_s-' c:omplexed with Zn to _proq.u.qe the usual 6800 R red luminescent 
ba.nd, and K is a constant :a.ssumed to be independent of heat 
treatment [20]. 
Therefore, since the actual value of the R/IR ratio is 
unimportant, K can be considered as incorporated in the R/IR 
ratio, and can be removed from Eqn. (21). To consider the 
kinetic response proposed by Toya.ma and Kasami it will be assumed 
that the efficiency terms ( 1J) can be replaced by the pairing 
parameter ( F) : 
F(t) 
t 
= F1 + ( F - F ) ( 1-e - T) f i 
substituting this ex·pression into Eqn. ( 21), we see that: 
R/IR 1 = -1 + = -1 + 1-F 
1 
t 
-1-R + (F -F.)e- T 
"f' f l 
, 
to determ-1ne the boundary conditions, ve know that at t = O, 








... -.. ·;;::j ··t·.· -,;;i.:; :, ·· . ··t·· ··. ·a·· .. _.·_· ·. ·.t··_··:·t· ·· anu a.· :1.i ~ s· :ea- y.--s·-a e<_ 




[RJ +l L IR f 
(25) 
Tll.~·+efor·~ :··~·1.1 .. tJJe parameters a:re: lt:n.own e:xGept T , the ~him;e: 
substituting the· :boun·dary condit:ions- and sever·al R/IR and· time 





R (IR + l)(Ff-Fi) 
R 
IR · (F -l)+F f f 
This value can then be used with the other known parameters 
(Ff,Fi) to calculate the theoretical pairing response for 
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